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Overview
Graphene — a crystal of carbon atoms in a two-dimensional (2D) honeycomb 
lattice — is a gapless semiconductor, and has attracted great interest since it 
was fabricated in 2004 [1-3]. This monolayer of graphite has been shown to have 
remarkable properties, such as a linear energy dispersion relation [4] and massless, 
chiral fermions [5]. This thesis discusses some of these properties, as well as those 
found in bilayer graphene [6- 8]. Bilayer graphene is the formation of two coupled 
layers of graphene, exhibiting Bernal stacking (to be discussed later), and features 
massive chiral fermions [9].
Chapter 1 discusses the tight binding model, and derives the Hamiltonians for 
monolayer and bilayer graphene, used in subsequent Chapters. We also review 
important phenomena that account for the results seen in later Chapters. In ad­
dition to the material discussed in this Chapter, several excellent review articles 
have been written that cover other features and phenomena in few-layer graphene 
systems [10-17].
Chapter 2 is original published work. We extend the low energy effective two-band 
Hamiltonian for electrons in bilayer graphene (McCann and Fal’ko [7]) to include a 
spatially dependent electrostatic potential. We find that this Hamiltonian contains 
additional terms, as compared to the one used earlier in the analysis of electronic 
transport in n-p junctions in bilayers (Katsnelson et al. [9]). However, for potential 
steps |it| < 7 i (where 71 is the interlayer coupling), corrections to the transmission 
probability due to such terms are small. For the angle-dependent transmission T(0)
we find T(6) =  sin2(2$) — (2^ / 371) sin(4$) sin($) which slightly increases the Fano 
factor: F  =  0.241 for u =  40meV.
Chapter 3 is original work which was carried out simultaneously with Barbier et al. 
[18]. Nevertheless, the method of analysis and parameters considered are different, 
and the results are reached independently. Agreement is found with [19-21]. The 
work focuses on the introduction of a periodic potential profile in monolayer and 
bilayer graphene systems, creating extra Dirac points in the energy dispersion for 
monolayer graphene. Classical catastrophe theory is then employed to describe 
caustics and cusps in a system with a periodic potential profile, for cusps forming 
at regular interfaces. The periodicity of the formation of cusps is matched with the 
periodicity of the superlattice. The energy at which this occurs is then mapped to 
the energy spectrum found when analysing monolayer graphene with a periodic 
potential profile.
In Chapter 4 we create a model to characterise the angles and commensurability 
of a few layers of hexagonal lattice materials, seen in STM images in experiments. 
The model allows for different lattice constants and rotations for each layer, as 
well as selectively showing lattice sites that are nearly commensurate with sites in 
other layers. Two popular cases are turbostratic graphene (bilayer graphene where 
one layer is rotated relative to the other) and graphene on hBN (hexagonal boron 
nitride).
Finally, appendices with complete source code to reproduce these results are given, 
with examples of their usage.
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Carbon has six electrons in the following configuration: ls22s22p2. The electrons 
in the Is2 orbitals are strongly bound to the core, so do not contribute to the 
solid state properties of the element, as their energy is far from the Fermi energy 
compared with the valence electrons. 2s22p2 electrons are the valence electrons, 
which are more weakly bound.
In the crystalline phase the four valence electrons form 2s, 2px, 2py, and 2pz 
orbitals. The energy difference between the 2p and 2s electrons is much less than 
the binding energy of the chemical bonds, so the electron wavefunctions mix. This 
mixing enhances the binding energy of the carbon atom with its neighbours, and is 
known as hybridisation. The mixing of a single 2s electron with n = 1,2,3 electrons 
in the 2p shell is known as spn hybridisation. Graphene is an isomer of carbon, 
and has sp2 hybridisation. There are three a bonds per carbon atom in-plane; the 
other electron is in the n orbital bond, perpendicular to the plane.
The graphene lattice is comprised of two inequivalent triangular sublattices (A 
and B; the direction of their bonds to nearest neighbours are different), with two 
inequivalent valleys ( K  and K ')  sitting at the Dirac points of the hexagonal Bril- 
louin zone. The in-plane nearest-neighbour distance, / in Fig. 1.1, is approximately 
1.42 A [4 , 22, 23], while the interlayer separation is approximately 3.35 A [22, 24]
1.1 T igh t B inding M ethod 2
Fig. 1.1: Geometry of a hexagonal lattice. Red atoms on sublattice A, 
blue atoms on sublattice B. a — 2c = \/3Z, b = I cos 60° = 1/2, c = 
Zsin60° = y/Zl/2, d = l  + 2b = 2l.
(this value is taken from bulk graphite measurements, although we use this for 
bilayer graphene too). Since the intralayer bonds are covalent and interlayer bonds 
are due to the Van der Waals interaction, intralayer interactions are dominant. The 
electronic properties of monolayer and bilayer graphene discussed in this thesis are 
calculated from Hamiltonians derived using a tight binding approach [4, 13, 25], 
so this derivation is the first item in this thesis. Throughout, we set h — 1.
1.1 T ight B ind ing M ethod
The general principle behind the tight binding method is that two non-interacting 
atoms have their own individual wavefunctions, and when brought together, the 
separated energy levels of the atoms overlap (due to the Coulomb interaction), 
splitting into bands. We wish to satisfy Bloch conditions, given periodic poten­
tial solutions of the Schrodinger equation. The wavefunction of the lattice must
1.1 T igh t B inding  M ethod  3
satisfy the translation condition Tam$  =  elfcam<I> (with m = 1, 2,3  for each inde­
pendent spatial direction). To do this, we can construct the wavefunction $  = 
(1 / \ / N ) e lkR(f)(r — R)  (where the reference atom is at position R , with a vector r  
to a nearest neighbour), giving
<S3(fc,r) =  - ) = f v * % ( r - f i ) ,  (1.1)
R
where N  is the number of unit cells in the crystal («  1024) and j  = 1, • • • , n where 
n is the number of wavefunctions in each unit cell; thus there are n Bloch functions 
for a given wavevector k. This is based on the j th atomic orbital in the unit cell. 
In Eqn. 1.1 we sum over all unit cells in the crystal, for each orbital j .  We can 
approximate the wavefunction of the crystal itself by assuming that it is a linear 
combination of the unit cell Bloch functions*:
n 
jf=i
where Cjj>{k) are coefficients. Now we have summed over all the unit cells, and 
over all orbitals in the crystal. The expectation value of energy is the average value 
taken in an experiment, which for the j th orbital (thus, j th eigenvalue), is
Ej(k)  =  ^  ,J, y  =  M , t, . (1-3)
where H  is the Hamiltonian of the solid. If we insert Eqn. 1.2 into this then
( )  £ L ' = i C £ c « ' < ^ - ( f c , r ) | ^ ( f c , r »  ’ ( °
Let
Sj r (k) = ( ^ ( k , r ) \ ^ A k , r ) ) ,  (1-5)
Hj f (k) = ( ^ i k , r ) \ H \ ^ , ( k , r ) } ,  (1.6)
*That is, a Linear Com bination of Atom ic Orbitals (LCAO), discussed and developed in Slater 
and Koster [26], Painter and Ellis [27].
1.1 T igh t B inding  M ethod 4
bJ2
Fig. 1 .2 : Geometry of a hexagonal lattice in k space, with sublattice 
A (B) sites shown in red (blue), bi = b/y/3, K  = (—47r /3a, 0) and 
K'  = (47r/3a ,0) relative to zero at the T point.
where Sj f ( k)  depends on the region where the wavefunctions overlap, and is known 
as the overlap integral matrix. Hj f ( k)  depends on the Bloch wavefunctions as well 
as the energy of the system, and is known as the transfer integral matrix. Rewriting 
Eqn. 1.4,
Ei(k) = £  y =1c y y c y ( f c ) v ,y (fc)
E n n* n  q
(1.7)
33
By fixing Hjjt(k) and S j j \ k ) for a certain k, we can optimise Ch to minimise 
Ei(k),  through partial derivatives, and arrive at the Schrodinger equation:
HCi = Ei(k)SCi, (1.8)
with Ci =  (C»i,Ci2,Ci3,--- , Qiv). Thus, [H — E{S]Ci — 0, and if [H — EiS] 1 
exists, Ci =  0Vi. So to find Q  we must solve the secular equation to get the
1.2 N earest-N eighbour M onolayer H am ilton ian  N ear K  P o in ts 5
energy dispersion relation, to get all E{ eigenvalues for a given k :
d e t[H -E iS ]  =  0. (1.9)
To do this, we must first define the lattice parameters and vectors, required to 
describe the Hamiltonian.
1.2 N earest-N eigh b our M onolayer H am ilton ian  
N ear K  P oin ts
We define I as the C-C distance, such that a = y/3/, as in Fig. 1.1. Lattice vectors 
for the hexagonal lattice are defined as
cq =  (a, 0), a 2 = f | , ^ y  (1.10)
It is then easy to deduce that
a 2 x a 3 /  27r 2tt
bi =  27t
c l\  ■ ( a 2 X  a 3 )  \  a  y / 3 <sa
&2 — 27t a ; X tti , =  f o , d £ V  (1.11)a i • (a2 x a 3) \  ^ a /
and the norm of bi = kixfyfZa (see Fig. 1.2).
We define two inequivalent points of high symmetry in k  space as K  =  (—47r /3a , 0)
and K '  =  (47r /3a , 0) (also shown in Fig. 1.2). It can easily be seen that the nearest-
neighbour distance in k  space is b\ =  bj2  +  bi/2 = b/y/3 =  47t /3 a. We can define 
the monolayer Hamiltonian1- in two valleys K  and K '  as a matrix comprised of 
transfer integrals between nearest-neighbour atoms (in the basis 
$  =  {(f>AK, 4 > B K , <f>BK4>AK') ) ' -
^Ignoring intervalley scattering due to the sym m etry of the lattice [28].
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Fig. 1.3: Nearest-neighbour vectors. R\  
(a/2, —a/2\/3), R 3 = ( - a /2 , -a/2y/S).
H  i =
(0 , a / V3), 
\H a k a k  H a k b k  0 0
H b k a k  H B K B k  0 0
0 0 H b k ' b k ' H B K 'a k
0 0 H a k 'b k ' H a k 'a k 1 )
Common terms can be pulled out of the integrals, to leave 
/ £  e
V





3 AkRiE =i e
E,=ie 7o
where




is the intralayer transfer integral (determined from Eqn. 1.6). Here we use the 
symbol 70 for the hopping energy, in line with the Slonczewski-Weiss-McClure
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parameterisation [22, 29]. We define
/(fc) =  £ e ifey  r(k) = J 2 e - ' kRl,
j - l  j =i
(1.15)
where R j  =  — R g  are three nearest-neighbour vectors shown in Fig. 1.3 and
equal





f ( k )  = ^ 2 e ikRi =  eifc»“/'/5 _|_ 2e~'hya/2'^‘ cos(kxa/2). (1.17)
J=1
Eqn. 1.17 can be Taylor expanded* around K  and K ' : after we define k = K  + p  
(the k  ■ p  method [22, 29, 30]). For example, around K , f ( k)  becomes
m VSakv +
%/3, 47T
i kx T ~— 
2 V 3a
Px
iv/3 a \/3 a
— Pv + — P*
\/3a
- S -  (Px +  ip„) • ( 1.18)










X7 ~  ~2~
V3a
~  ~T~
(Ps +  iPy) >
(P* -  *P y )  i 
( - p x +  ipy) ,
{ - P x  -  iP y )  ■ (1.19)
■^Dropping term s quadratic in mom entum.
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Thus, if we define the self-hopping energy e =  0, we recover the Dirac-Weyl-like 
Hamiltonian [5, 31-33], a form previously shown by Slonczewski and Weiss [22],
Hi V3a7o
0 Px~  iPy





-Px -  Wy
0 
0




where Az — <j z (the Pauli spin matrix) in the valley spaced and cr is a vector 
comprising of the Pauli spin matrices ax and ay. The prefactor y/3aj0/2h = v is 
(with h included for correct SI units), the velocity of the carriers. Using values 
a ~  2.46 ■ 10- 10m, 70 ~  3.0 eV, and h ~  1.05 ■ 10- 34kgm2s-1 , we find that 
v ~  9.74 ■ 105 ms-1 ~  c/300 [1, 35], where c is the speed of light in vacuum^.
1.2.1 Band Structure
The Hamiltonian in the K  valley can be written as
e 7 o / * ( & /
yfof (k)  e ^
( 1 .21 )
where e is the self-hopping energy (since in the nearest-neighbour approximation, 
the next jump to a sublattice A site is too far).
We can repeat the same procedure as before in order to calculate the overlap 
matrix, Sij =  Saa and Sbb involve the overlap of the atom’s wavefunction
with itself (provided we ignore other atoms in the same sublattice as before), so 
this will produce a value of unity. Thus, Saa — Sbb — 1? assuming that atomic 
wavefunctions are normalised. Since S  must be Hermitian, Sba — S \ B:
§<8 ) is the Kronecker product of these matrices [34].
* 7 0  has (given 1 eV =  1.6 ■ 1CT19 J) units of energy, k gm 2 s “ 2.
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Fig. 1.4: Monolayer graphene band diagram in k space, showing energy 
versus in-plane momentum. The hexagonal Brillouin zone and Dirac 
cones at each K  point are displayed. Eqn. 1.24 was plotted using values 




q /(*0  1 y
(1.22)
where s the overlap integral, defined in Eqn. 1.5. We can now solve the secular 
equation (Eqn. 1.9). Solving for E  by substituting H  and S,
Eqn. 1.24 is used to plot Figs. 1.4 and 1.5; the latter clearly showing the hexagonal 
lattice structure. Empirical data has been used: e =  0, 70 =  —3.033 eV, and 
5 =  0.129eV [13, 27],
We can calculate the energy of carriers near the K  point by calculating the deter­
minant from the Schrodinger equation,
e -  E  70/  -  E s f  
To/* -  Esf* e -  E
(1.23)
e=F7o|/l (1.24)
- e  p x -  1P y
=  0. ( 1.25)
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Fig. 1.5: Density plot of monolayer graphene band structure in k space, 
where the hexagonal lattice is clearly defined. Eqn. 1.24 plotted using 
the same values as in Fig. 1.4.
Thus,
e =  ± u p , (1.26)
where p = \p\ =  yjp2x +  p*• Positive energy carriers are those in the conduction 
band, and those with negative energy reside in the valence band. This shows the 
linear dispersion relation at low energies near the K  points, as shown in Fig. 1.6.
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Fig. 1.6: Energy dispersion of monolayer graphene showing the linear 
bands at low energies around the K  points. Eqn. 1.24 plotted using the 
same values as Fig. 1.4, with ky = 0 and kx = ±2txja.
1 . 3  N e a r e s t - N e i g h b o u r  B i l a y e r  H a m i l t o n i a n  N e a r  
K  P o i n t s
We model bilayer graphene as two weakly-coupled monolayers of graphite, sepa­
rated by a distance of c ~  3.35 A [22], and arranged in a Bernal stacking formation. 
That is, the A atoms in the top layer lie directly above the B atoms in the bottom 
layer [36]. Thus the unit cell consists of four inequivalent carbon atoms, using the 
notation Al, Bl, A2, B2 to allow for two sublattices in both layers. To construct 
the tight binding Hamiltonian, we write it as the sum of a few distinct parts:
H-2 = Hxnono + + #twj (1-27)
where Hmono is the monolayer Hamiltonian, Eqn. 1.13, written in the basis § K — 
{4>a i , 4>B2i(f)A2i ) around the K  point and =  {4>B2,4>Ai,4>Bi,(f)A2) around
the K '  point. One minor complication is that we assume the on-site energies can 
be different on each layer. Thus we replace e in Eqn. 1.13 with —A/2 (A/2) for 
layer one (two). In the basis
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Fig. 1.7: Schematic of the bilayer graphene lattice with Bernal stacking. 
The bonds in the top (bottom) layer are indicated by dashed (solid) lines. 
Sublattice A (B) sites in the bottom layer are coloured red (green). The 









3  i kR -iE =1e 7o




E h  ie ‘^ 7 0  
A/2 
0








3  — i f c f l ,
0
-A /2  
E j= i eife'Rj'7o
o E L i eiWS o \
E .7=l e 7o
\ E j = i e 7o
-A/2
0 a /2  y
(1.29)
Using the definitions in Eqns. 1.15 and 1.19, we can write
Hmono S







- A /2 ;
(1.30)
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A1 B1
Fig. 1.8: Schematic of AB (Bernal) stacked bilayer graphene showing 
intralayer and inter layer couplings, as well as a unit cell comprising of 
four carbon atoms: Al, Bl, A2, and B2.
where £ =  +1( —1), serving as an index for the K ( K ' )  valley, n =  px + ipy (and 
W is its complex conjugate^), and v = \/r3aj0/2, the velocity of quasiparticles for 
this transport mechanism.
Hd and Htw are introduced to include two coupling mechanisms between the lay­
ers. Atoms B l  and A 2 form a dimer state allowing for a direct hopping, which 
is parametrised by the transfer integral between these two atoms, 71 =  (0 (r — 
RBi)\H\<f)(r — R a 2))• This has been measured experimentally to be around 0.4eV 
(for bulk graphite) [12, 37-39]. Again, this parameterisation (and all parameters 
shown in Fig. 1.8) is that defined in Slonczewski and Weiss [22] and McClure [29]. 
I11 both valleys (and in both bases), Hd takes the form
^ 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 7 i
1 ° 0 71
0
There also exists another interlayer coupling, parametrised by the transfer integral 
73 , which represents a direct hopping between sites Al and B2. This term at low 
energies is responsible for deforming the Fermi circle into a triangular shape [38, 
IIThe sym bol it was originally defined in Slonczewski and W eiss [22] as - ^ ( P x  + 1 Py)-
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40-42]. At energies around 1 meV the trigonal warping terms break the isoenergetic 
line into four pockets, an effect called the Lifshitz transition [7, 43]. The trigonal 
warping terms will not be further investigated in this thesis, but are included in 
this derivation for completeness. Thus, the trigonal warping component of the 
Hamiltonian is (in the basis &k )-
(
H,tw
0 E i U e  0  0
E L i  e- -ikRk 73




E L l -ikRk














9 (fc) =  £ e ifeK‘ ; 3*(fe) =  ^ e - i—ikRk
k=1 k=1
(1.34)
and calculate E L i  where R k comprises of the three nearest-neighbour vec­
tors R B2 -  R ai R i = (0, - I ,  c), R 2 =  (V31/2, i / 2 , c), R 3 = (-y/3l /2 ,  1/2, c), 
where c is the interlayer distance.
Taylor expanding g(k) around K  and K '  as for Eqn. 1.18, we find that g(k) and 
its complex conjugate, in both valleys, are
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g(k ) K
y/?>a
2 (Px  +  iP y )  ,
9*{k)
K
\ /3  a 
 ^ ~2~ (Px ~  iP y )  ,
g(k ) K '
\ /3 a
2
( ~ P X +  ip y )
g*ik )
K '
a/ 3  a 
2 { - P x  -  iP y )
(1.35)
It is now easy to see that Htw is
u  _  V3a73 ^
-tttw —  o s
0 7r 0 0^
7r^ 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 °J
(1.36)
where again, £ =  +1(—1) for valley K  (K '). The final nearest-neighbour Hamil­
tonian for bilayer graphene is (from Eqn. 1.27)
# 2 = £
- A /2 V37T 0 V7T^  ^
u37rf A /2 V7T 0
0 V7T^ A/2 £71
vir 0 £71 - A /2  J
(1.37)
where v3 = y/3aj3/2 «  v/10, the velocity of quasiparticles hopping directly be­
tween Al and B2. £ has been added as a coefficient to the 71 terms to ensure that 
their signs do not change when changing basis from K  to K'.
1.3.1 Band Structure
In a similar fashion to the calculation in Section 1.2.1, we can calculate the energy 
of the carriers in order to plot the band structure of bilayer graphene. Calculating 
the determinant of the Schrodinger equation \H2 — elUl — 0 (where I4 is the 4x4 
unit matrix), we solve for e:
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e =  ± - ^ 2 7 ^  (2v2 +  vl) +  A2 +  2qf ±  2 \/f , where 
r  -  tttt1- (^^^3 (4u2 + u2) + 4u2A2) + 4 (V3 + (7rf)3^  v2v^i£s 
+  27T7Tt (2u2 -  vl) 7J +  7 .^ (1.38)
This can be simplified by squaring e and using the notation ^± \p)  to account
for the first (second) “± ” in Eqn. 1.38 in the subscript (superscript), noting that 
P2 = v l + P 2y and p  =  p(cos(0), sin(<£)):
e± )2(p) = V2 ( v 2 +  +  y  + ( - l ) a \/fl, where
£2 =  p^v\v2 +  + p2v2A2 +  2p3n2n37i^ cos(3</>) + p2 q2 +
(1.39)
to be in agreement with McCann et al. [6]. The energy dispersion, shown in Fig. 1.9, 
consists of valley-degenerate bands: cl1 terms are responsible for valence
(conduction) bands, while a =  1 (2) produces the low (high) energy bands. For 
the case of zero momentum it is noticed that e±^(0) =  ± V 7 i +  A2/4, and thus 
the high energy bands (formed by the Bl to A2 dimer bond) with no on-site
energy asymmetry have a minimum at e =  ± 71. The low energy bands (e±^(0) =
± ^ /A 2/4  =  ±A /2) touch at the K  point (when A =  0), and can be split if 
an asymmetry in the on-site energies between layers is included [7, 44, 45]. This 
modulation and control of the electronic structure has been realised with gating 
[8 , 37, 46-50].
1.4 U nderlying P henom ena
1.4.1 Pseudospin and Chirality
In the monolayer graphene Hamiltonian (Eqn. 1.20), cr operates in the AB sublat­
tice space (pseudospin). The projection of pseudospin onto momentum is known as
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Fig. 1.9: Band structure of bilayer graphene, showing low (high) energy 
bands in red (blue). The high energy conduction band has a minimum 
at e =  71. Plotted using A = 0, 0 — 90°.
chirality, and hence quasiparticles in graphene are chiral [51-53]. The valley degree
of freedom (also similar to spin) is highlighted if we write H\ = vAz ® a  ■ p  (as 
in Eqn. 1.20)**. (Chirality is mirror-reflected for the K '  valley.) Pseudospin, given 
by (cr), is physically interpreted as the weighting of the wavefunctions on either 
of the two sublattices, A and B. To explicitly calculate the form of the pseudospin 
we write the Schrodinger equation (in the K  valley) as
where e =  ±vp  (previously calculated in Section 1.2.1) and 7r =  p(cos 0 +  isin 0) =  
pe[(f). Solving the eigenvector problem, we find that <P =  ( l / V ^ f i e -1^ , 1)T =  
( l / \ / 2)(±e~i(:6/2 , ei<?!>//2)T, where (f) is a phase in momentum space.
The pseudospin components are calculated as (di) =  (T>|cr,z |<T>), where cq are the
Pauli spin matrices. We find carriers in the conduction band in monolayer graphene
exhibit pseudospin of the form
**AZ corresponds to  the chirality of neutrinos in the Dirac-W eyl Ham iltonian [16].
(1.40)
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=  \  (±e^ 2 , e-''*'2)
^0 l \  ( ±e~1{,,'2\  i
=  ± -  (e1<?!> +  e 1(/)) = ±  cos (f),
i n i^ /^2 2
0 - i  ±e~W2
(1.41)
and thus
(cr) =  ±(cos0 , sin</>) (1.42)
with no out of plane component. Given that the momentum is p  = p(cos(j), sin </>), 
this means that the pseudospin is aligned (that is, parallel or anti-parallel) with the 
momentum. Since group velocity vg =  dpE , vg and p  are parallel in the conduction 
band and anti-parallel in the valence band. Group velocity is parallel to the current 
operator, and hence cr-p/p = +1 (—1) for the conduction (valence) band, changing 
at the Dirac poinGh
For bilayer graphene (using a low energy effective Hamiltonian, the first term in 
Eqn. 2.24), we find the effective dispersion relation e =  ±p2/2m, where m  =  
7 i / 2u2. The solution of the equivalent eigenvector problem,
is 4> =  ( i e - ^ , e^)T. The pseudospin, calculated in the same manner, is (<x) =  
(cos 2^, sin 2(f)). Thus the pseudospin is always aligned at twice the angle of the 
momentum, parallel or anti-parallel. The consequence of introducing an asymmetry 
in the on-site energies between the two layers is discussed in Appendix C.
ttT h at is, p{or) =  - p ( - c r )  in the conduction band, given that the linear dispersion is centered  
around the origin in m om entum  space.
4> =  0 (1.43)
p2e2i<t> _^2 j
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1.4.2 Berry Phase
The phase associated with the rotation of pseudospin is interpreted as a Berry 
phase, an additional geometric phase acquired by quasiparticles traversing adia- 
batically around a closed loop [52, 54, 55]. Thus monolayer graphene exhibits Berry 
phase 7r [1, 52, 56], where carriers are massless and chiral (near the K  points where 
the k ■ p  approximation applies).
Bilayer graphene exhibits (at low energies) a parabolic energy dispersion with 
Berry phase 2tt [7, 8], giving massive chiral carriers. At the Lifshitz transition the 
four pockets in the energy spectrum have Berry phases 7r, 2tt/3, 27t/3, and — tt/3, 
thus consistent with the 2ir phase at higher energies [7].
1.4.3 Klein Tunnelling
The relationship between pseudospin and momentum leads to a number of in­
teresting phenomena, such as Klein tunnelling [9, 16, 57-59]. A sufficiently strong 
potential, though repulsive for electrons, can be attractive for hole states inside the 
barrier, and align in energy with the electron states outside. Applying a gate volt­
age over a strip of graphene, that region becomes doped, to form an n-p junction. 
At the interface between these two regions, carriers in the n region have positive 
energy (in the conduction band), while those in the p region have negative energy 
(in the valence band). Thus, a carrier moving from the n region to the p region 
will have the sign of its energy changed. Group velocity in monolayer graphene is 
(given Eqn. 1.26) vg = dpE  =  ±vdpp = ±v,  and thus is independent of energy. A 
carrier travelling in a direction defined as positive will have a positive group veloc­
ity. To keep the sign of the carrier’s group velocity fixed when passing through the 
interface, the sign of p  must change (since, during interband tunnelling, the sign of 
E  does too). Thus, in the n region, v  and p  are parallel, while in the p region, they 
are anti-parallel. This leads to electron states in the n region becoming hole states 
in the p region, with unit transmission at zero angle of incidence. This is known
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as Klein tunnelling, and is due to the suppression of backscattering [52, 60, 61]. In 
the n region, pseudospin is always aligned with momentum, so there is no state for 
backscattering to occur (with positive velocity but negative momentum). However, 
states just across the interface, with positive pseudospin and negative momentum, 
are allowed and available. This is assuming that the potential profile induced by 
the gate voltage does not alter pseudospin, which is true if the interface is smooth 
on the scale of the lattice constant. Thus, the potential does not differentiate be­
tween A and B sites, which is why it is added to the Hamiltonian as the product of 
a unit matrix. This phenomenon will be exploited for the case of bilayer graphene 
in Chapter 2, and for both monolayer and bilayer graphene in Chapter 3.
Chapter 2
Analysis of the Applicability of 
the Two-Band M odel to Describe 
Transport Across n-p Junctions 
in Bilayer Graphene
2.1 In troduction
Gating of graphene enables one to vary the carrier density and therefore move 
the Fermi level from the conductance band to the valence band. Gating graphene 
flakes with multiple gates enables one to generate electrostatically defined n-p 
junctions [9, 57, 62-73]. Bilayer graphene in particular is often described by a 
four-band Hamiltonian from a tight-binding calculation (given that there are four 
atoms in the unit cell; see Fig. 2.1). For low energies near the Fermi surface (below 
100 meV), we can describe the transport of electrons with a two-band Hamiltonian 
(see McCann and Fal’ko [7]). Transport across an n-p junction in bilayer graphene 
in the low energy ballistic regime has been previously studied by Katsnelson et al. 
[9], but without considering the possibility of a correction due to the spatial depen-
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A2 B2
Al Bl
Fig. 2.1: Schematic of AB (Bernal) stacked bilayer graphene showing 
intra- and inter-layer couplings, as well as a unit cell comprising of four 
carbon atoms: Al, Bl, A2, B2. Inset: energy bands in bilayer graphene 
near a K  point. The energy of the quasiparticles is near e = 0, qualifying 
the assumption that 71 is large compared to other energies in the system.
The transformation reduces the band structure to blue (solid) bands 
only.
dence of the electrostatic potential. In this Chapter, we wish to test the suitability 
of this simpler model by extending the derivation of an effective two-band Hamil­
tonian for bilayer graphene (in the low energy regime) to include the effects of a 
spatially dependent electrostatic potential u , and a gap in the energy spectrum A. 
If these corrections are small, the two-band model is applicable to the calculation 
of transport across an n-p junction.
The re-derived two-band model Hamiltonian contains several additional terms 
which originate from the spatial derivatives of u(x). We use this in the analy­
sis of the problem of an n-p junction, where we find a change in transmission 
probability, as compared to the analysis in Katsnelson et al. [9], which showed 
perfect transmission through the n-p junction at an angle of 45° (see Fig. 2.3). 
This analysis shows that the additional terms in the effective two-band Hamilto­
nian induced by the gradient expansion involving the lateral potential are small, 
however the correctional term to the angular transmission probability increases 
the angle at which perfect transmission occurs by a few degrees. This also results 
in a small correction to the Fano factor.
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2.2 D erivation  o f th e E ffective H am ilton ian
The problem of deriving an effective Hamiltonian both for a spatially dependent 
gap and a spatially dependent electrostatic potential can be split in two, since 
both will result in terms that are small corrections to the original Hamiltonian. 
The main details in this Section will focus on a spatially dependent electrostatic 
potential, with some differences in the spatially dependent gap calculation high­
lighted in Section 2.2.4. We are then free to combine the results to form the effective 
Hamiltonian.
The nearest-neighbour tight binding Hamiltonian around a K  point (for basis 
— (0A1? 4>B2i 0A2, 4>b i )), derived in Section 1.3, is repeated here for convenience:
where cr — (crx,ay), p  — {px,Py) and £ is the Dirac point index (£ =  -1-1 for 
the valley around the K  point, and —1 for the valley around the K '  point).
the difference between the on-site energies in the two layers, e2 =  f A, d  =  — |A , 
which produces a gap in the energy spectrum [44]. A potential term u — lu  is added 
along the diagonal to represent the electrostatic potential (we neglect intervalley 
scattering between K  and K ' ; I is the unit matrix). We assume that the interlayer 
coupling 7! is large compared to other energies in the system (which is reasonable 
for the low energy regime near the Dirac points). Given that e <C 71 (where e is 
the energy of charge carriers), and with e =  p2/2m,  where m  =  7 i / 2u2 [7], we 
see that (pu/71)2 <  1. From this justification, we drop terms beyond quadratic 
in momentum in the following calculations. We effectively assume a continuum 
system, with
(2 .1)
 ^ £ v c r p  £fcrz + 7 iC7x +  Uy
v — ^ a jo /k , and cq are the Pauli spin matrices. Furthermore, A =  e2 — e\ is
a l± (AFi 0 (2 .2 )
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+ u! 2
- m / 2
Fig. 2.2: Low-energy band structure of a single valley on either side of 
the potential step. The Fermi energy is the same on both sides, causing 
an electron from the left side to tunnel through the barrier from the 
conductance band to the valence band on the right side.
where a is the lattice constant, I is the width of the step (see Fig. 2.2), l± =  v /71*, 
and Xp is the Fermi wavelength.
2.2.1 Schrieffer-W olff T ransfo rm ation
We use a Schrieffer-Wolff transformation [74] to map Eqn. 2.1 in a 4D Hilbert 
space into a 2D subspace, creating an effective Hamiltonian. The general scheme 
is to take and, using Green’s functions, map it into a low energy subspace 
Hn . This leads to the wavevectors no longer being orthonormal, which also has to 
be fixed.
If we let 7^4x4 =  77° +  47/, with
o i II£'0 ( 0 h X
V° to to k H 2  1
we can then write the associated Green’s function as
gixi =  (e -  nixr 1 = { e - n ° -  (2.4)
*The interlayer coupling length. This is the perpendicular distance at which interlayer inter­
actions becom e im portant [64].
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and expand:
& X 4  =  ( e  -  n0)-1 +  ( e  -  -  n0)-1
+ (e -  H 0y l5H(e -  ■H0) - 16H(e -
+ (e -  -  H a)~x5H(e -  -  f t0)’ 1 + ■■■ . (2.5)
Given the basis that is constructed in, and that the low energy quasiparticle 
transport is directly from atom Al to B2 in the bilayer unit cell [7] (see Fig. 2.1), 
we wish to map %4x4 onto the Hu  block matrix, using a Schrieffer-Wolff transfor­
mation. To do this, we take each term of Eqn. 2.5 and map it to Hu.  For example, 
starting with the first term, (e — 'H°)~1, we realise that when mapping this we are
really mapping to v  So we first write a subscript of 1 to specify that we are
wanting the H u  subspace. There is only one item matching this for "H0, so we must 
write (e — H 0) ^ .  With the second term of Eqn. 2.5, (e — — 'H°)~1, we
perform the same actions. Starting from the first instance of (e — 770)-1, we again 
start by giving this a subscript of 1. Only “Hjj can match (again, since =  0), 
so we write (e — We now must perform the same action for 5H. The first
number in the subscript must be a 1 given matrix multiplication rules. Hence, to 
avoid a trivial result (given 5H\\ =  0), we let the subscript of 5H become SHu- 
These actions are repeated for all terms in Eqn. 2.5, after which we throw away 
the compound terms that do not map to Hu . The remaining terms result in
02x2 = (e -  W ° )r i + (e -  t t° )n S n 12(e -  -  U ° ) ^
+  (e -  i(e -  U ° ) ^ S U a (t -  -  H 0) ^
+  (2-6)
There is a repeated pattern here, so let En = <5"Hi2(e — ’H0) ^ ^ 2 1 , the self energy.
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Hence,
S2x2 =  (e -  n V  + (e -  -  U 0) ^
+ (e -  -  H°)i} + ■■■. (2.7)
Again utilising the expansion (1 — x)~l =  Yl^Lo xUi we can write Q2yi2 as
£2x2 =  (1 +  (e -  'H°)n s n  +  [(e -  K 0) ^ ] 2 +  ■ ■ ■ )(e -  U°)OW 11
o w  
11=  (1 -  (e -  K °)n1S11)“ 1(e -  # °)
1
~~ ( e - # % ( l - ( e - # % % ! )
=  t - v o  _ E =  ^ n -  (2 -8)e rx-n zjji
Using the expression for the self energy,
Gli1 =  e -  -  ffi2(e -  H22)~1H21t (2.9)
which can be calculated with the block matrix values from Eqn. 2.3,
A
#11 =  cr2 +Iu,
#12 =  #21 =  &ar ■ p.
A
#22 =  +  crx7i +  lit. (2.10)
Given that we assume 71 is large compared to e, u, and A, we can simplify (e — 
# 22)~1 in Eqn. 2.9:
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e + £ y  ~ u 7i 
 ^ 7i e - £ f - u
e — — u
7i
2 [1 _  (£-^T~^)(e+^T-u) /I ~,2
1
I6 +  +  <7*I U  (J x~f\ (2 .11 )
Hence
1 £— 1 1
G\ 1 — e ~  H \\  H— 2  H\2cH2i H— jH\2(TzH 2 i  j H 1 2 UH2 1  H------ Hi2crxH2i• (2.12)
7i 7i 7i 7i
This shows where the terms in the original effective Hamiltonian are coming 
from, with the addition of a term depending on the potential. Before substituting 
Eqn. 2.10 into this, we must ensure the wavefunctions are normalised.
2.2.2 Renorm alising the W avefunctions
The whole Hilbert space has now been projected onto the G^  subspace. During 
this projection, the orthonormality of the wavevectors has to be preserved. To do 
this, we notice that G in Eqn. 2.12 is an inverse Green’s function of the form
G11 — e — +  Q, +  e/3, (2.13)
where
P = —0 H 1 2 H 2 1 , 
7i
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Given that e appears as a linear term, we can make a small shortcut f  Using 
Schrodinger’s equation, [e(l +  /?) — Hu  +  fl]0 =  0 , we see that an effective 
Schrodinger equation is
e(l +  /3)|0) =  (iJn - f t ) |0 ) .  (2.14)
We wish to enforce normalisation and orthogonality of the wavefunctions, hence 
(0| 1 +  f3\0) =  I0I2 and (<p|0) =  0. However, we have {(p\l +  (3\-0} =  0, so the 1 + (3 
part must be split between the two wavefunctions. It is easiest to split this evenly,
(y>|(l +  /3)5(l +  /3 )^ > ,  (2.15)
with f3 a Hermitian operator. We can write the new wavefunction as 0  given
foK1 + ft)^(l +  / ^ W , (2.16)
(vl | ■$)
hence 10) =  (1 +  /3)_^|0). Inserting this result into Eqn. 2.14 and multiplying on 
the left of both sides of the equation with (1 +  (to orthonormalise), we find 
that
e\i>) =  (1 +  P)~hHn -  f i)(l  +  P)-* \i>)- (2.17)
V ^
Hefi
Hes is the effective Hamiltonian for bilayer graphene given the assumption 71 >  
{e, A,u}.
2.2.3 Form of the Effective Ham iltonian
Using Eqn. 2.17, we can calculate the effective Hamiltonian. This involves a Taylor
expansion of (l +  /?)“ 5 up to the third power in /?, given that we are only interested
^This w ould not be possible if we had, for instance, e2/3.
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in going up to the second power in momentum (and adding the next term to make 
sure we do not miss anything). Rearranging and simplifying, we find that
HeS = Hu  -  n {Hu — ^)> 7T~2 -^12^21 (2.18)
where the curly braces denote the anticommutator. This equation can now be 
calculated. The right hand side of Eqn. 2.18 outside of the anticommutator becomes
f —







while the anticommutator becomes
27?
(li — £ y )  7 ^  0
^ 0 (u-Kf)7T7r^
+
7T^ 7r(u ~  )
7nri(u + £%) j
, (2 .20)
provided we ignore terms beyond quadratic in momentum.
Combining these results back into Eqn. 2.18, we construct He$ and observe terms 
containing the potential,
1




U. ( 2 .21 )
The commutation relation between the momentum operator and the electrostatic 
potential is
[a -p,u\<j> = o- ■ (-iV)(u</>) -  ucr ■ ( - i V<j>) = [a -p,u] = - i a ( V u ) .  (2.22)
Using this, we recover the original low energy effective Hamiltonian for bilayer 
graphene in McCann and Fal’ko [7], with the addition of some terms arising from 
the influence of the potential.
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The coefficient of the quadratic term in this effective Hamiltonian can be replaced 
by — l/2m , where m  is given m = 'yi/2v2. This Hamiltonian can be further refined 
by expanding the commutator it contains. Paying particular attention to which 
items the differential operators act on, and noting that dydxu —dxdyu should be zero 
if u is continuous, we can replace the commutator acting on wavefunction ip with 
— ('V2u)/ip +  2iaz[(dxu)(dyip) — (dyu){dxip)]. By further noting that pz (momentum 






+ it +  [(V27i) +  2ct(Vu X  p)] ,
^7i
(2.24)
where the u3 term is included for completeness*.
2.2.4 Spatially-D ependent Gap in the Energy Spectrum
We can now repeat the same analysis with zero electrostatic potential, but with a 
spatially-dependent gap in the energy spectrum. For convenience the gap is written 
A =  A a z. A s in the previous Section, we make a continuum approximation where 
the width of the barrier I is taken to be smooth on the scale of the lattice constant 
a, but sharp compared to the Fermi wavelength of the carriers. This means that
t V3 =  (v /3 / 2 )a 7 3/ / i  is the velocity of quasiparticle transport across the indirect interlayer 
coupling 7 3  from atom s A l to B2, and a is the lattice constant. This was originally defined in 
Section 1.3.
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our calculations will be correct as long as the wavelength of the carriers does not 
rapidly change across the barrier. This ensures derivatives will be proper. The 
procedure outlined in Section 2.2 can be followed largely unchanged, with the 
exception that in Section 2.2.2, Q = ^S 'H ^A d 'H i i  +  —<5% 12 07^ 2i-^7i 71
Following on from Eqn. 2.18, at all times dropping terms greater than quadratic 
in momentum, we obtain
&HeS = H u  -  ■ p)A(cr ■ p ) -
^7i




v2^ 2(cr • p ) A ( c t  • p) +  [er ■ p, [er x (VA)] J  +  [er -p,2A{cr x V 0 ] , (2.26)
where the vector products operate in a space with three unit vectors i, j ,  k. Can­
celling terms, we have the equation
HeS — Hn -----
7 i
0 ( 7 f t ) 2
7T2 0
+  0 ( 7  • P. k  x (VA)] J  +  [cr p, 2A(er x V ) J  ) . (2.27)
4 7
We calculate the commutators to be
[er • p, A] =  [er x (VA)]j +  2A(<r x V)*,
[er ■ Pi [er x (V A )]J =  -crz(2(VA) ■ V  +  (V 2A)),
[er • p, 2A(cr x V)*] =  2I(VA) x p  -  erx{4A V 2 +  2(VA) • V). (2.28)
Substituting these into Eqn. 2.27 we have the final effective Hamiltonian,
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- * 2 ° '
+ ^  (2I(VA) x p  -  <r* (4 ((VA) ■ V  + A V 2) + (V 2A ) ) ) . (2.29)
2.2.5 Combined Effective Ham iltonian
This can be combined with Eqn. 2.24 to obtain the full effective Hamiltonian with 
a spatially-dependent electrostatic potential and a spatially-dependent gap in the 
energy spectrum. Thus the effective Hamiltonian is
1 A v 2 A
Heff — ~ 2m  \?x ~ ‘Zi&ykydx] + £ ^2 \p \ Gz ~  £~2<Jz ^
v2
+  ^ 2  [(V M  + 2<t(Vu X  p)]
nj2 f
+  ^  [2I( VA) x p  -  <r2 {4 (CVA) • V  + A V 2) +  (V 2A )} ]. (2.30)
The first two lines form the Hamiltonian found in McCann and Fal’ko [7] (ne­
glecting trigonal warping by setting u3 =  0, since 73 <C 71 [6]). The additional 
correctional terms arise from the spatial dependence of u and A.
2.3 A pproxim ation  o f th e H am iltonian
The effective Hamiltonian in Eqn. 2.30 can be simplified when XF >  I. Terms with 
|p |2 ~  k2F can be dropped, given the length scales in this regime and the de Broglie 
relation. Now we wish to compare terms containing the potential u and gap A. To 
do this, we follow a simplified scheme to that defined in McCann [44], modelling 
the bilayer on a substrate as a parallel plate capacitor.
Each layer of graphene has surface area A, and we take the dielectric constants of 
the material between the back gate and layer one, and the bilayer, to be unity. Layer 
one has charge Q =  — n\eA,  while layer two has charge Q' =  —ri2 eA, where n\ (71-2)
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is the density on layer one (two) (and n =  n\ +  7 1 2 ). The back gate and layer one 
are separated by a distance L&, while the two layers are separated by a distance c$. 
Applying a Gaussian surface around layer one, the magnitude of the electric held 
is E  = Q/e0A, where eo is the permittivity of free space. The voltage due to this 
electric held is thus QL^/e0A. The electric potential energy due to the back gate 
(thus, the potential u) is u = cQL^/cqA =  n ^ L ^ / t o .  We assume that the electric 
held from the back gate is screened poorly by layer one, so applying the same 
analysis to layer two, we hnd that the magnitude of the electric held is E' =  Q'/eQA. 
The voltage produced by that electric held is V' =  E'c0, so the electric potential 
energy between the graphene layers (i.e., the gap) is A =  n2e2c0/eo- If we assume 
that the charge density is evenly distributed between the layers, rq =  n2 =  n /2, 
then u / A  = L^/cq. With Cq ~  0.3nm and L5 ~  300nm, we hnd that u $^> A. By 
writing Ete$ in the form Heg =  IA  +  axB  +  ayC +  azD, we compare each term and 
keep only the largest one in each group A, B,  (7, D. This produces an approximate 
Hamiltonian,
I
Wapp — — 7: \cfx (—k;,y — <9X) + 2'\<jykydx2m 
2m u  +  E v  idl u) T <J z
A v k
- ^  + nF F f1 {d^u )k \ (2.31)
where 77 E {0,1} and highlights the correctional terms. In the following Section 
we analyse the effects of these terms, after assuming zero band gap (the effects of 
which are discussed in the conclusion).
2.4 A nalysis o f th e n-p Junction
An n-p junction can be formed with two back gates, schematically shown in 
Fig. 2.3. Each gate can independently create an electrostatic potential over that 
region of bilayer graphene. Given our chosen length scales in Eqn. 2.2, we model 
the n-p junction as a Heaviside step function ©(z) -  (1/2), with its derivative the
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Fig. 2.3: Angular dependence of quasiparticle transmission through an 
n-p junction.
Dirac delta function. Thus, u ~  (k2F/2m)[Q{x) — (1/2)], which also determines all 
additional terms in Eqn. 2.30.
We define the problem in terms of plane waves on the left-hand and right-hand 
sides of the junction, Jji and ^  respectively:
^1 =
M M
elkxX + b e~ikxX +  c
w yb2) w
f A M
^2  = d e-ik> +  j qK'x
a* to
(2.32)
The values for the pseudospin elements and momenta are determined by substi­
tuting these expressions for the wavefunction into the Schrodinger equation (in 
the asymptotic limit), and are given in Table 2.1. The Hamiltonian in Eqn. 2.30 
has plane and evanescent wave solutions, and the quasiparticles are chiral, such 
that when they pass from the conductance band at the left of the interface to the 
valence band at the right, kx changes sign [9] (see Fig. 2.2).
With the step defined to be at x =  0, we integrate Eqn. 2.31 across it,
rO+8
/  (e -  tfapp) dz, (2.33)
Jo-6
and take the limit 5 ^ 0 .  Matching the wavefunctions at either side of the junction 
(Vh(0) =  ^ 2(0)), we obtain the boundary condition [75]
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Element Momenta
- Xe-(u/2) y 2m
kI
2m
. ikxky\  
m l K  = ^ / - k 2 +  2m[(u/2) -  e]
62 =-- a*2 K  = y j—k2 +  2m[(w/2) +  e]
c2 = e—(u/2) I(*v , ^2m UL2m
Kky \
~  t f J Ki — J^ky + 2m [(u/2) -  e]
d2 = 1e+(u/2) ( & -  y 2m
ML2 772
ik'xky\  
m I k! =  ■- ^ f c 2 +  2m[(w/2) +  ej
/2 = 1€+(11/2) (XI +( 2m T ML2m
1 K%\
m l
T a b le  2.1: P se u d o sp in  e lem en ts an d  th eir  corresp on d in g  m o m en ta  va lu es.
where the Fermi momentum kp =  \Jk2 +  k2. We use these equations to calculate 
the transmission probability for a symmetric junction T(ky) — \d\2. We assume 
a wide strip, such that ky is invariant, and also set e =  0 in the middle of the 
barrier for simplicity. Using ky — kpsm(6) (see Fig. 2.3) we first calculate the 
transmission with only the leading-order terms in Eqn. 2.34 (by setting r\ =  0), 
finding agreement with Katsnelson et al. [9] in that T{9) =  sin2(2<9) (and thus 
obtaining perfect transmission at 9 =  45°). Including the correctional terms from 
Eqn. 2.34 by setting 77 =  1, we obtain a correction to the incident angle at which 
perfect transmission is seen (see Fig. 2.4). Taylor expanding the full analytical 
result for T(9) around 77, we find that only the first-order term is important and 
obtain a potential-dependent result (providing a good fit up to u «  50meV):
2 7/
T(0) = sin2(2$) -  —  sin(40) sin(0). (2.35)
This term is small compared to the leading order term (since in this approximation 
71 >  u), and so the correction to the transmission is also small. It is also of interest 
to determine the influence of corrections to the conductance and Fano factor. This 
forms the content of the following Section.





Fig. 2.4: Transmission probability though an n-p junction. The solid 
(dashed) line is with (without) correctional terms. Without correctional 
terms there is perfect transmission at an angle of 45° to the interface, (a) 
Transmission at u = 40 meV. (b) Transmission at u = 80 meV. Plotted 
with e = 0, v ~ c/300, 71 = 0.4 eV, m = 0.035 me, and A = 0 .
2 . 5  C o n d u c t a n c e  a n d  F a n o  F a c t o r
Assuming a wide graphene sheet (that is, a width w much greater than the length) 
and coherent quasiparticles, one can calculate the conductance from the transmis­
sion probability using the Landauer-Biittiker approach [76] (taking into account 
two valleys and twro spins, with n channels),
Since the barrier is along the y axis, this component of momentum ky is conserved 
so we can impose periodic boundary conditions: ky — 2irn/w: where n is an integer 
and w is the width of the system. We convert the sum into an integral and calculate 
conductivity using the full numerical transmission probability,
(2.36)
71
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4e2wkF
2irh L— 7T/2 d£>cos (0)T(6) = 2 .1 0 — (2.37)
with u =  40 meV. This is a slight reduction from 2.12 e2wkF/irh for the case 
rj =  0. It is also possible to calculate the Fano factor [77] F  = S /S p for the same 
parameters numerically. This is the ratio of shot noise, S , to Poisson noise, Sp 
[78-80]. Shot noise is given by the spectral density function S  — 2ql, where I  is 
the average count of charge carriers flowing in a system (the average conductance), 
and proportional to G. q is the charge of the carriers, and the factor of 2 is due to 
(on average) an equal contribution from positive and negative frequencies, (i.e., for 
the simple case of the current oscillating sinusoidally, half of the contributions are 
from above and half below the average.) Due to the Pauli principle, the noise 
is reduced (since charge carriers wish to occupy one state at a time), and so 
S  oc i(l — Tn) [81]. The Poisson noise (noise from random, independent
events) has no such constraint, and thus Sp oc Yln^n- Hence, the Fano factor is 
simply related to the transmission:
A Fano factor near zero would indicate more deterministic transport, while a Fano 
factor approaching unity corresponds to a Poisson process. Our results show a 
small increase compared to F  =  0.238 when rj — 0 (see Fig. 2.5).
2.6 C onclusion
We have extended the earlier derived low energy effective Hamiltonian for bi­
layer graphene to incorporate a spatially dependent electrostatic potential con­
sistently. We calculate the angle-dependent transmission through an n-p junction 
and find T(6) = sin2(20) -  (2u/37i) sin(40) sin(0). Perfect transmission is still 
seen, but at a slightly increased angle. The conductance is slightly reduced to
/:^ 2 dgcos(g)r(e)(i-r(g))
(2.38)







0 25 50 75 100
u |meV]
Fig. 2.5: Fano factor as a function of u, from a numerical calculation of 
the transmission probability for the same parameters as given in Fig. 2.4.
G = 2.10 e2wkp/'Kh, whereas the Fano factor is slightly increased to F = 0.241 
(both for u =  40meV). Thus, the effective Hamiltonian derived in McCann and 
Fal’ko [7] is a very good approximation, as the correctional terms derived in this 
Chapter are small. Additionally, a low energy effective Hamiltonian with a spa­
tially dependent asymmetry in the on-site energy between layers is derived. A gap 
in the electronic spectrum (induced by an external electrostatic potential) could 
be modulated to create a transport channel, and is a possible avenue of further 
research (with the derived correctional terms). The ability to open a gap in the 
electronic spectrum is exciting, as it enables the creation of an effective switch- 
able field effect transistor, something more readily exploitable in bilayer graphene 
than monolayer graphene. The term containing A in Eqn. 2.31 (responsible for 
a difference in the on-site energies between sites A1 and B2) was dropped from 
later analysis given the length scales used. Transmission of charge carriers at en­
ergies inside the gap will be suppressed since there are no states to be occupied 
when tunnelling across the n-p junction. This should not affect the results of the 
calculation of transmission (and thus also conductance) presented here as charge 
carriers are considered with an energy in the middle of the interface, thus the shift 
in energy would be u/2  -» (u -  A)/2, which can be assumed to be negligible.
Chapter 3
Analysis of a Periodic M odulation  
of the Potential Profile in 
Monolayer and Bilayer Graphene
In this Chapter we analyse a low energy graphene system where a periodically- 
modulated potential is added to the Hamiltonian (see Fig. 3.1). We can analyse 
this system by considering it to consist of a series of n-p-n junctions, a construc­
tion developed by Kronig and Penney [82]. This model system was originally con­
ceptualised to represent a sequence of atoms. Sometimes the potential walls are 
considered as delta functions to simplify calculations (e.g., Kittel [83]), but here 
they are considered to have finite width.
The work focuses on the analysis of the energy dispersion in monolayer and bilayer 
graphene when a periodic modulation of potential is added to the respective low 
energy Hamiltonian. We also analyse caustics and cusps in a system with a periodic 
potential and characterise their influence on the energy dispersion. The analysis 
involves the use of transfer matrices, so this formalism is explained first.
39
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0 al (l-a)l
Fig. 3.1: Schematic showing a periodic profile of height u, separated by 
wells of width (1 — a)l (where a G (0,1)). The Fermi energy tp is defined 
to be in the centre of the barrier. Regions one to five are indicated.
3 . 1  T r a n s f e r  M a t r i x  F o r m a l i s m
Transfer matrices make it easy to calculate the transmission across multiple n-p 
junctions. They do this by relating the wavefunctions on one side of an interface (or 
set of interfaces) to the other. For example, a transfer matrix could be constructed 
to relate the wavefunctions in region one in Fig. 3.1, to those in region four. In 
this Section we derive the transfer matrices to calculate transmission through an 
n-p-n junction in monolayer and bilayer graphene, before applying this to the case 
of an infinite array of junctions.
3.1.1 M onolayer G raphene
The monolayer graphene Hamiltonian is defined in Eqn. 1.20 as
Hi =  - h v a  ■ p. (3.1)
We define a one-dimensional n-p-n junction as in Fig. 3.2. If we assume a quasi­
particle described as a plane wave with unity amplitude to approach from the 
left of the system, there are two things that can happen at the first interface. It 
can reflect back (with amplitude a2), or transmit through (with amplitude 6i). At 
the second interface the same situation arises, giving reflection amplitude b2 and 
transmission amplitude C\. We neglect incidence from the right of the system. The
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Fig. 3.2: Schematic of an n-p-n junction in monolayer graphene in one 
dimension, with interfaces at x — 0 and x = I.
wavefunctions are therefore of the form




\ b n j
e ' k ’ x  +
eik*x+ f>2
\^ 2 2  J
\t>22 J
—i k x x
(3.2)
At the first interface (x =  0) the amplitudes must be equal:
CL\







^12  j \0>22 j [ b n ) 1 2^2 J
(3.3)
where aijs and b{j are pseudospin elements. This can be rewritten using matrices 
relating amplitudes inside and outside the barrier as




f  1 A , B  = 1 A
\CLl2 a 22 j \ b u A 2 y
(3.5)
The same logic can be applied to the second interface at position x I.
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We assume the Fermi energy eF for x < 0 is the same as when x > I (i.e., the 






A matrix to describe the free flow of quasiparticles from the interface at x =  0 to 
the interface at x =  I can be written as
\





where prime terms are used to denote quantities inside the barrier. Using this, 







Here, A-1BCB 1A  is the transfer matrix. The next step is to determine its ele­
ments.
C alculation  o f P seudospin  A m plitudes
The matrices defined above contain pseudospin amplitudes only. To determine 
these we solve the Schrodinger equation (# i -  e)ijj =  0 asymptotically far from the 
junction using an ansatz ^  = a i ( l , ai2)eifc^  for the incoming wavefunction, where
Hx =  -hv((Txpx +  o-yPy) = hv(iaxdx -  cryky). (3.10)
We define e =  0 in the centre of the barrier, thus at e +  it/2 while outside and 
e — u/2  inside, determining —hvkx — hvkyi — (e +  u/2) au = 0, hence
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Element Momenta
~  ~k x  =  \ J ~ ' k l  +  j(“ + 2?)2
«22 =  -  ifcy) *4 =  +
fc12 = -  ifcy)
b22 =  iTSTafe -  ifey)______________________________
Table 3.1: Pseudospin elements and momenta for the analysis of trans­
mission though an n-p-n junction in monolayer graphene.
a12 = / ^ u V (~ fcs ~ (3'n )
Ve +  2 J
where kx = ^J-Ah2k2v2 +  (u +  2e)2/(2hv). For convenience we switch to unitless 
parameters, defining
fcx =  T -  kv = T ’ e =  e' “ °- “  =  “ “ o. (3-12)t L
where uo =  kiv/l. The other pseudospin elements and momenta values are found 
by the method described here and are presented in Table 3.1, using other parts of 
the wavefunctions in Eqn. 3.2. We define ky -  kF smO (where kF = ^ /k2x +  k2 is 
the Fermi momentum and 9 is defined in Fig. 2.3), so that ky = (l/2l)(u + 2e) sin0. 
Eqn. 3.9 can then be solved for the transmission t =  |ci |2, which is plotted for angles 
in the range 9  G [—tt/2 , it/ 2] in Fig. 3.4(a). The Klein tunnelling effect produces 
perfect transmission when 9 — 0 as expected, but the transmission robustness at 
this angle, as well as others, is affected strongly by the interface height u.
3.1.2 Bilayer Graphene
The procedure for calculating the transfer matrix across an n-p-n junction in 
bilayer graphene is quite similar to that of the monolayer. However, given the 
quadratic differential operator in its low energy Hamiltonian, evanescent waves as 
well as plane waves are possible solutions of the Schrodinger equation.
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1 2 3 4
eF
Fig. 3.3: Schematic of an n-p-n junction in bilayer graphene in one di­
mension, with interfaces at x = 0 and x — I. In addition to the plane 
waves as in Fig. 3.2, evanescent waves are also allowed. Regions 1-4 are 
also shown.
Functions representing plane and evanescent waves, and their derivatives, must 
match at the first interface (x = 0) in Fig. 3.3. If the wavefunctions ipi (for each 
region i in Fig. 3.3) are a linear combination of these, we have
M M ( A MGII elkxX + a2 eKX +  a4
j j va32 J y&42 j
M M M
lf)2{ x ) =  h e< x +  b2 e~ih>  63 e"'* +  64
& /
, 622, v632 j y&42 J
and thus their matching at x =  0 gives two equations:
M ( A ( A ( Aa% +  a 2 +  a 3 +  a 4
^ 1 2  j ^ 2 2  J I a 32 J y  & 42 J
M M M Mbi + b2 +  &3 +  64
V6l7 \ b 22 j Kb32 j yb42 y
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These equations can be written more compactly using matrix notation as





&12 &22 0-32 4^2
i kx i kx K — K
y k x a i 2 — i - k x c i 22 k g >  32 — fta.42 J
1 1 1 1
b u b>22 ^ 3 2 t>42
'lK











The wavefunctions at the next barrier (at x  =  /) can similarly be calculated, 
assuming a symmetric junction so that pseudospin elements are equal for x < 0 
and x > I. The wavefunctions are
1p3(x) = 1p2 -  I):
^4M  =  -  Oi
(3.18)
(3.19)
so that matching them and their derivatives at the interface (at x — I) gives
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( A (V |V
Cl +  C2 +  C3 +  C4
\Ci 12 J
\  22/1 V32/ \&42 J
u M M
bi + &2 +  fr3 +  6 4
w ^>22 j ^ 32 y A )
(3.20)
\ /  ,  > (  3 (  1  \1 1 1 1
i k x c i -  i ^ c 2 +  ^ c 3 — KC4
^ 1 2  j ^ 2 2  J ^ a 3 2  y ^ 4 2  y
M m
( A Mik'x b! -  i£4&2 +  K 7 & 3 — tv'b4
v6U ^ 2 2  y \l>32 J ^ 4 2  y
(3.21)







A matrix describing the propagation of carriers from the first interface to the 
second is given by
(  A k'J. r \  r* n  \
c
Qi 'xl 0 0 0
0 0— 0 0
0 0 eK'1 0
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Analysing transport directed in the positive x direction through the junction, 
Eqn. 3.24 can now be solved for the transmission t =  |ci|2 (the outgoing plane 
wave amplitude), after defining oq =  1, a4 =  c2 =  c3 =  0*.
C alculation  o f P seudospin  A m plitudes
In order to calculate t, we must calculate the elements of the matrices A, B , and C. 
As in the monolayer case, this is done by solving the relevant Schrodinger equation 
for the constituent parts of the specified wavefunctions ipi, asymptotically far from 
the junction. The low energy effective Hamiltonian for bilayer graphene is given 
by the first term in Eqn. 2.24,
where 7r =  px +  ipy, px = ihdx, and py — hky, such that
Solving Schrodinger’s equation # 2^  =  ^  by substituting </> =  (1, a12)elkxX (and 
then the other parts of Eqns. 3.1.2 and 3.13), we find the elements of the pseu- 
dospinors, presented in Table 3.3, where for simplicity we switch to unitless pa­
rameters defined in Table 3.2.
Transmission is plotted using ky = y/u / 2 +  esinfl in Fig. 3.4(b). Klein tunnelling 
again gives rise to perfect transmission at certain angles, though the effect is not 
as robust as in the monolayer case. The transmission is still sensitive to barrier 
height u.
*That is, there is no exponentially increasing wave from the left or right of the junction, and 
we neglect incident plane waves from the right.
(3.26)
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Unitless Parameters
OIIVL> h2
u ° =  2








T ab le  3.2: U n itle ss  p aram eters in  b ilayer grap h en e.
Element Momenta
^12 = 1e+u/2 A - —2ikxky^ kx ■ \ j - ~ k 2y  + (u/2 + e)
&22 — 1e+u/2 A - K + to H K  =
<3-32 = 1€ + u/  2 A+ k2 2 kky^j k = ^~k2y + {u/2 + e)
&42 — 1e+u/2 A+ k2 • 2 kky'j k' = - \ l ~ k 2y  + (u/2 - e )
bl2 = 1 1 e—u/2 A - y 2X - 2i kjk^j
i>22 = e—u/2  (^ H -
t>2
Kx + 2ikxky^
3^2 = e—u/2  A^+ k'2 - 2 k'ky^j
II
e—u/2  A^ + k ' 2 + 2  k ' k y ' j
T a b le  3.3: P se u d o sp in  e lem en ts and  m o m en ta  for th e  an a ly s is  o f  tra n s­
m iss io n  th o u g h  an  n -p -n  ju n c tio n  in  b ilayer grap hene.
3.2 P eriod ic M odulation  o f th e P oten tia l Profile  
in M onolayer G raphene
We now extend the analysis of an n-p-n junction in monolayer graphene to that 
of an infinite array of junctions, as shown in Fig. 3.1. Each step has a width al, 
while each well has a width (1 — ot)l. A transfer matrix can be derived to equate a 
quasiparticle travelling from region one to region five (that is, across total length 
I] see Fig. 3.1), As = TAi- As a general solution to the Schrodinger equation, the 
wavefunction must also be able to acquire a Bloch phase A when propagating this
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( a )  ( b )
Fig. 3.4: Angular dependence of transmission through an n-p-n junction 
in (a) monolayer and (b) bilayer graphene, (a) Transmission plotted with 
e = 83meV, I = 100 nm, and u =  200 meV (285 meV) for the red (blue) 
curves, (b) Transmission plotted with e = 17 meV, I = 100 nm, and 
u = 50meV (100 meV) for the red (blue) curves. The values chosen are 
used to match Katsnelson et al. [9, Fig. 2].
distance, such that ^5  =  These two quantities can be equated so that we
may solve the equation
| T - I 2ei0| = 0 , (3.27)
where I2 is the 2x2 unit matrix and T  =  DA  1B C B  1A. Matrices and D





a  22 j ^22 J
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Element Momenta
0,12 — e+ua — i ky) kx =  y j—ky +  (ucx +  e)2
a22 =  I + ^ $ x ~  [K )  K  = - y / - f y  + (u( l  -  a) -  e)2
■>12 = e-S(l-a) ( — k  ~  i k )
ft22 = )f e  - i ky)
Table 3.4: Pseudospin elements and their corresponding momenta values 
for monolayer graphene with a periodic potential profile.
Fig. 3.5: First conduction and valence energy surfaces for periodically- 
modulated monolayer graphene. Plotted using the parameters a = 1/2 
and u — 107r.
k'x a l 0  ^
g i  k x ( l - a ) l
0 lc  = , D =
{  0
0  i k x a l
{  0
p —ikx ( l —a ) l J
The matrix D is introduced to describe the propagation from region four to five, 
which was not considered in the simpler n-p-n case. The unitless parameters that 
constitute these matrices are defined in Table 3.4.
Eqn. 3.27 is analytically calculated to be
cos(0 ) — cos(ctk'x) cos((o: — 1)kx)
(kf. — (u(a — 1) +  e)(ua +  e)) .. \T \ • f j / \  n oo'\_l_ 1JL ---  ^ 4 ---- —-----------sm((a -  1 )kx) sin\akx) = 0. (3.29)
kxkx
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Fig. 3.6: First conduction and valence energy surfaces for periodically- 
modulated monolayer graphene. Plotted using the parameters a = 6/10 
and u = 67t.
This is plotted for a =  1/2 in Fig. 3.5 using the source code presented in Ap­
pendix A. Given specific arguments for a and u : the algorithm solves Eqn. 3.29 for 
e by iterating across ky and 0 in order to generate energy surface plots. A root of 
Eqn. 3.29 for the lower bounds chosen for ky and 0 is obtained phenomenologically, 
and then the Brent or Newton-Raphson methods of root finding are used to find 
the next root after ky or a is incremented by a small quantity. As shown in Fig. 3.5, 
along <f> = 0 ±  27tn, where n G No, extra Dirac points develop. To understand the 
effects that the parameters u and a have on the energy surfaces (and where the 
induced Dirac points form), other values of these parameters were used. Fig. 3.6 
shows how the Dirac points at ky ^  0 form at a negative energy when the width 
of a barrier is longer than a well (referring to Fig. 3.1). Additional energy surfaces 
are shown in Figs. 3.7(a)-(c), where Dirac points can be seen at higher energies.
3.2.1 A nalysis of th e  Long W avelength  A pprox im ation
Eqn. 3.29 can be simplified dramatically if it can be assumed that v/l >  u, i.e., 
that 1 >  u. (Thus, e > u, such that scattering effects can be neglected.) If we 
Taylor expand this equation around u = 0 , we derive
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( d )  ( e )  ( f )
Fig. 3.7: (a)-(c) Energy dispersion surfaces with energy e plotted against the phase <fi 
and perpendicular direction of momentum k y  for a Kronig-Penney system in monolayer 
graphene, (d)-(f) show the corresponding energy cuts through these surfaces (that is, 
(d) corresponds to (a), etc.). The energy that the cut is made at is determined by the 
energy of the caustics formed in the system; see Section 3.4. Parameters used to plot 
Eqn. 3.29 are (a) a  = 1/ 2 , u  = 107r, (b) a  = 4/10, u  = 67r, ( c )  a  — 8/10, u  = Si r .  The 
values of 5 used to produce (d)-(f) are 0.1, 0.7, and 0.2, respectively. The values of ecut 
used to produce (d)-(f) are 0, 3.7, and -9.4, respectively.
cos {(f)) =
Tcos(r]) -  k y U 2 ( c o s ( r ]  -  2r]a) +  2ij(a -  l)nsin(77)) 
4 [ k l  —  e2)2
E = (4ky + 4e4 +  k 2 ( u  — 8e )),
rj  =  U 2 -  k 2 (3.30)
Simplifying, we find that the energy dispersion relation is e — zL ^ k 2 +  (j)2, thus 
restoring the single Dirac cone, shown in Fig. 3.8.
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Fig. 3.8: Energy dispersion of the long wavelength approximation for 
a monolayer graphene system with a periodic potential profile (when 
1 > ii) .
3 . 3  P e r i o d i c  M o d u l a t i o n  o f  t h e  P o t e n t i a l  P r o f i l e  
i n  B i l a y e r  G r a p h e n e
We now extend the analysis of an n-p-n junction in bilayer graphene to that of 
an infinite array of junctions, as shown in Fig. 3.1. Each step has a width a/, 
while each well has a width (1 — a)l. A transfer matrix can be derived to equate a 
quasiparticle travelling from region one to region five (that is, across a total length 
I] see Fig. 3.1), ijj5 =  7h/q. As a general solution to the Schrodinger equation, the 
wavefunction must also be able to acquire a Bloch phase 0 when propagating this 
distance, such that ^5  =  e^Vh- These two quantities can be equated so that we 
may solve the equation
| T - E 4ei0| =  0, (3.31)
where I4 is the 4x4 unit matrix and T  =  DA~lB C B  1 A. Matrices A.B ,C , and D 
are derived in the same manner as in Section 3.1.2 and are defined as
(  1 1 1 1 ) (  1 1 1 1 i
a\2 I22 &32 &42 , 5  =
bn I22 3^2 or to
i kx i/^ a; ft — ft K - K ft' —ft'
\ ikxai2 — ikxCl22 32 — ftfl42 j \iVxb12 - i /4622 K'b32 - f t '642 J





to -  k l  -  2 i ~kXk y ) \ J  ~ k 2 +  u o l  +  e
0-22 =
1
e+ua — k 2 +  2 ik x k ^ j k  = - ] / ~ k 2 + u ( l - a ) - i
0-32 =
1
e+ua [ k y  +  k 2 — 2 k k y 'j Kj =  H\ Jk^-kua-{-  e
&42 =
1
e+ua ^k y  T  k 2 +  2 kky^j k '  = ~ \ j k 2 +  u( 1 — a) — I
b \2  = 1 I[ e y -  k *  -  2 i ~k'x k y )-a)  '
&22 — 1 |f ~k2y -  k!2 +  2ie—u(  1-- a )  1
&32 —
1 (r Jzy  +  k '2 -  2 k ' k ^ je—€1(1 - - a )  \
&42 = 1 1^ ky  +  k '2 +  2 k ' k ^ je - u ( l - - a )  '
Table 3.5: Pseudospin elements and momenta for the analysis of a pe­
riodic potential profile in bilayer graphene. Parameters with tildes are 
unitless, given in Table 3.2.
c  =
\
>i k'xa l 0 0 0
0
e -ik 'xa l 0 0
0 0














g - K ( l - C
(3.32)
Wavefunctions of the form in Eqn. 3.13 are admitted as solutions to the Hamilto­
nian (Eqn. 3.25), in the same manner as in Section 3.1.2. Substituting plane and 
evanescent waves enables us to determine values for the pseudospin components 
and the momenta, presented in Table 3.5
As with the analysis of a periodic modulation of the potential in monolayer 
graphene, given specific arguments for cx and ft, we numerically solve Eqn. 3.31 for 
e^ . We iterate across ky and <fi in order to generate energy surface plots, a root of 
the equation for the lower bounds chosen for ky and <f> is obtained phenomenolog- 
ically, and then the Brent or Newton-Raphson methods of root finding are used 
to find the next root after kv or ot is incremented by a small quantity. The energy
W sin g  the algorithm  defined in A ppendix A.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3.9: (a) First two conduction bands of the spectrum of a superlattice 
with square barriers in bilayer graphene; u = 37.02 (corresponding to 
u = 100meV and I = 20nm), a = 1/ 2 . (b) Contour plot of the first 
conduction band of the spectrum in (a).
Fig. 3.10: First two conduction and valence bands for an even periodic 
potential profile in bilayer graphene (that is, a = 1/2). The height of 
the barrier is u — 100 meV.
surfaces for the first conduction and valence bands are shown in Fig. 3.9(a). We 
find that the surfaces approach each other at four points but never actually touch. 
This is shown in Fig. 3.10, including the valence bands.
3 . 4  T h e  F o r m a t i o n  o f  C u s p s  a t  n - p  J u n c t i o n  I n ­
t e r f a c e s
In this Section we overview the formation of caustics and cusps in monolayer 
graphene, and analyse them in a system with a periodically-modulated external
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potential. The mathematical framework behind singularities in ray optics is catas­
trophe theory [84-86]. The theory of caustics and its application to quasiparticle 
paths in monolayer graphene was developed by Cheianov et al. [63], describing an 
n-p-n junction as a Veselago lens [87, 88] (see Fig. 3.11). In theories where the 
distances discussed are on the order of the wavelength of the rays, the phase and 
amplitude, describing wavefunctions, are important parameters. Here we charac­
terise rays in the shortwave limit, where singularities that are perceived on scales 
much larger than the wavelength of quasiparticles are described by trajectories 
along which energy flows, rather than wavefunctions. On finer scales the caus­
tics become decorated with diffraction catastrophes, which are not discussed here. 
Hence, there is an analogy to geometric optics.
Families of rays are described by the grouping of many trajectories of quasiparti­
cles from a source point to a focal point, propagating through an n-p junction in 
monolayer graphene. A family of rays has the ability to focus, which is to concen­
trate its energy into a region of dimension less than the system it is being analysed 
in. This focal region is the caustic, which is the envelope of ray functions, the locus 
where neighbouring rays touch. The caustics are the singularities of catastrophe 
theory, and dominate spaces of many trajectories since they are the places that 
appear brightest. In relation to Veselago lenses in monolayer graphene, caustics 
occur around the focal point when the lens’ refractive index is not n =  -1 . Perfect 
focusing would be seen if n =  -1 , for zero temperature (such that carriers are not 
excited to energies above the Fermi energy). If this condition is not met, a blurring 
of the focus will be seen [63], even for a lens with kc = kv (where kv (kc) is the 
Fermi momentum in the valence (conduction) band^; a symmetric junction). Any 
small difference in the Fermi momenta in the n and p regions produces caustics, 
and when trajectories with angle 9 and — 9 are considered, the point at which the
*Such that k c =  ^ jk l  +  k% and k v =  J k f + t f ,  given our notation of primes denoting  
m om entum  inside a p region. The ratio of Fermi mom enta plays the role of the refractive index 
in geom etrical optics.
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Fig. 3.11: Caustics in an n-p junction (where the p region is coloured 
gray). Incident waves approach the junction at an angle 6C (in the con­
duction band), and refract at an angle 9V (in the valence band). The 
envelope of caustics is highlighted in red, showing their meeting as a 
cusp. Plotted using refractive index n = —0.82.
caustics meet is called a cusph It is of interest therefore to find the position at 
which the cusp is formed, and the energies at which they occur. If we analyse these 
ray trajectories in a system with a periodic potential profile, we are interested in 
the regime where the cusp forms at a particular position after propagating through 
several interfaces.
To characterise the caustics we must first define the ray trajectories, determined 
by Fermat’s principle (i.e., rays in a homogeneous medium are straight, such that 
the optical distance it traverses is stable under local variations) [90]. The possible 
trajectories, given by y in Eqn. 3.35, are therefore parametrised by 6C only; see 
Fig. 2.3. As such, the equation for the trajectory of rays at the interface of an n-p
junction (Fig. 3.11) is given by
§A cusp is defined as an elementary catastrophe such that docy  in Eqn. 3.36 can be defined 
using two control parameters (constants), i.e., that it has a codim ension of 2. Higher order 
polynom ials exist in catastrophe theory too, such as the swallowtail, w ith a codim ension of 3. 
See Berry [89, pp. 489].
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y =  a tan # c +  z tan 0 v, (3.33)
where 9C is the incident angle of the rays in the n region (in the conduction band), 
and 9V is the angle made by the rays in the p region, in the valence band. We can 
write Snell’s law by considering that across an n-p interface v  is conserved but the 
sign of kx changes (see Section 1.4.3 and Pendry and Smith [91]), so that
kv sin#c „ . . /s in # c\
n = - T  = — lT>-----v “ sm ( ------ - ) ,  3.34kc sin Bv \  n J
where n is the refractive index^. The negative sign of n suggests that a divergent 
flow of carriers from a source in the n region will converge as they pass the n-p 
interface. In the following derivation, we wish to determine xCVLSp — the position 
where the cusp forms relative to the interface. To do this, firstly we can rewrite y 
in terms of 9r alone:
y — a tan 9C +  x tan 9V
i /  sim
=  a tan 9C +  x tan I sin n
=  a tan 9C ±  . (3.35)
n J  1 -  ^
For the condition of stationarity enforced by Fermat’s principle, we require 
dy/d6c = 0, producing
n3xcos9c\ / l  —
= asec2ec T * a/l (3'36)d9c (n2 -  sin 9C)2
which can be rearranged for x to give
a sec3 9c{n2 -  sin2 9C)2 , .
x — ---------- ,   • lo.o/;
„  ^ /  1  s in 2 1Tl A / 1 —
iT h e  origin of the negative refractive index is due to the sign of kv, since ep = vkp■ In the  
valence band (with negative energy) the Fermi momentum is negative (for the reasons outlined  
in Section 1.4.3).
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The form of a:Cusp is the result of Taylor expanding Eqn. 3.37 around 6C =  0, since 
this is the angle at which the major contribution to the trajectories occurs. The 
expansion shows that xcusp = akv/ k c = a\n\.
Additionally ycaust — the equation describing the shape of the caustics — can be 
derived. To do this, Eqn. 3.37 is substituted into Eqn. 3.35 to give
a
n?y = -  —  {n2 -  1) tan3 6C. (3.38)
By rearranging Eqn. 3.37 for 9C and substituting into Eqn. 3.38, the final result is
a (n2 — 1)




a (n2 — 1) 
n2
a (n2 — 1) 
n2
a 1
n2 (n2 -  1)1/2
\
^a4n4 (n2 — l)6 x2 j^ 
a2 (n2 _





a2 (n2 — 1) n2 — 1
3 / 2





' 4 / 3  2 / 3C^USD*^ 9
 2 Ua1
3 / 2
9-2/3 _  9*2/3Jb ' Lp/,11C1cusp
n2 — 1
(3.39)
This is plotted as the red envelope in Fig. 3.11. We can now extend this derivation 
to multiple junctions.
3.4.1 M atching the Periodicity of the Formation of Cusps 
to  the Period of the Superlattice
In this Section we analyse the effects of various trajectories of rays, forming cusps 
at regular interfaces, on the energy spectrum analysed in the problem of a periodic 
modulation of the potential profile in Section 3.2. The aim of the exercise is to de-
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termine whether features seen in the spectrum (Figs. 3.7(a)—(c)) can be attributed 
to effects caused by these classical trajectories described by catastrophe theory. 
We start this analysis by extending the trajectory path that rays follow, to match 
Fig. 3.12 (i.e., an n-p-n junction). We then extend the analysis to prescribe cusps 
forming at interfaces with a periodicity matching that of the superlattice shown 
in Fig. 3.1, order to make the appropriate analogy. In the above analysis of an n-p 
junction, xcusp = a\n\ = (1 — a)l\n\ ii the trajectories start from the interface at 
x =  — (1 — a)l for the system shown in Fig. 3.1. Given the footnote on page 56, it 
is determined that
ZL
n =  1 ----------- , (3.40)
ua +  e
using values for kx and k'x from Table 3.4. In this Section we advance to describe 
trajectories in an n-p-n junction as in Fig. 3.12, so that
y — (1 — a)I tan 6C +  al tan 6V +  (x — al) tan 6C: (3-41)
assuming the source point is at x = — (1 — a)l. Following the same procedure as 
above, we calculate the position of the cusp to be
Xc»sp = i ( Y 2 - F ) a - l ) .  (3.42)
If we define xcusp = al so that the cusp forms at the second interface, then the 
refractive index is calculated to be n = a/{a  — 1). Equating this to Eqn. 3.40, the 
energy for the formation of the cusp is
e =  u( 1 — 2a). (3.43)
As confirmation, this can be arrived at in the same manner by considering the 
simpler trajectories of Eqn. 3.35. If we instead require the cusp to form at xcusp /, 
we find that
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Fig. 3.12: The path of one ray to form caustics in an n-p-n junction 
(where the p region is coloured gray). Incident waves approach the junc­
tion (with the first interface at x = 0) at an angle 9C (in the conduction 
band), and refract at an angle 9V (in the valence band). Outgoing rays 
form at an angle 9C (since we assume a symmetric junction). The caustics 
overlaid are formed when Eqn. 3.42 matches the position of the second 
interface.
(3.44)u{ 2 + (a — 4 )a) 
a — 2
Generally for a system of trajectories that cover a total path length t]1 (to match 
the superlattice period in Section 3.2, and where 7/ e  Ni), and assuming the first 
trajectory is in the conduction band, we can describe the trajectories as
y =  77(1 -  a)l tan 6C + (77 -  l ) a / t a n ^  +  rrtan 9V. (3.45)
A cusp is found to form at
Zcusp = l (a -n r}  + (n - l )a r i ) ,  (3.46)
and since in this case of an integer multiple of I, xcusp = we find that 
n = a / (a  -  1), i.e., independent of 77. The energy is therefore always Eqn. 3.43 
when the length of the trajectories have a period equal to an integei multiple of 
the superlattice system’s period.
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If we are interested in the trajectories forming a cusp after travelling a total path 
length (77 -  1/2)/, we must equate Eqn. 3.46 with zero, finding 
n =  ((rj— 1 )a) / ((a -  1)77), such that
_  u(a2 +  77 — 2ar]) 
a — 77 (3.47)
This form recovers Eqn. 3.44 for 77 =  2, as expected.
Since we are interested in mapping the energy at which cusps form at interfaces to 
the problem of a periodic potential profile, we use the energies given by Eqn. 3.43 
in later analysis. Given this energy (at which caustics form at various interfaces), 
it is interesting to see if this maps to any distinctive features in the energy surfaces 
produced by a periodic modulation of the potential. To do this we select energy 
planes that match the criterion
kcut -  e| <6, (3.48)
where ecut is Eqn. 3.43, e is the value of energy in the surface plots, and 5 is a 
small parameter to control the thickness of the energy plane selected. The value 
of ecut is shown as the horizontal line in Figs. 3.13, which show cross-sections of 
the 3D energy surfaces for fixed 4>. We note that while ecut slices through surfaces 
for certain values of parameters u and a, it does not coincide with the energies at 
which Dirac cones are formed in the general case. For a — 1/ 2 , however, the energy 
plane cuts at e =  0, coinciding with the point of the Dirac cones (see Fig. 3.7(a)). 
The energy planes selected by Eqn. 3.48 when applied to certain energy surfaces are 
shown in Figs. 3.7(d)-(f). In other cases the energy at which cusps form at regular 
interfaces does not slice through an energy surface at all: it occurs between surfaces. 
This suggests that most features (e.g., the Dirac cones) of the superlattice energy 
spectrum are attributable to interference effects from smaller length scales, since 
there are no visible singular features at the energies where classical catastrophe 
theory suggests cusps form at regular interfaces. However, theie may be small
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3.13: Plots of Eqn. 3.29 for fixed Bloch phase, using parameters 
a ~  0-4, u = 67r, and (a) 0 = n (b) 0 = 0. Dashed isoenergetic lines 
are shown to define the energy at which caustics (from rays traversing a 
length I equal to the period of the potential system), occur with 5 = 0.7 
and ecut = 3.77, as defined in Eqn. 3.48.
features that would warrant further investigation. Furthermore, it may be possible 
to investigate classically-induced features in the limit of the carrier wavelength 
A —> 0 (that is, e —> oo), since classical theories are valid at length scales greater 
than the quasiparticle wavelength.
3 . 5  C o n c l u s i o n
We introduced transfer matrices by calculating the transmission of ballistic carriers 
though n-p-n junctions in monolayer and bilayer graphene. We then extended 
this analysis by introducing the modulation of a periodic potential profile, which 
introduces extra Dirac points in the energy dispersion. Classical catastrophe theory 
was then employed to describe caustics and cusps in a system with a periodic 
potential profile, for cusps forming at regular interfaces. The periodicity of the 
formation of cusps was matched with the periodicity of the superlattice, where we 
determined that the energy at which these cusps form is independent of the number 
of periods of the superlattice traversed. We map this energy to the energy spectrum 
found when analysing monolayer graphene with a periodic potential profile, and 
find that they do not correspond to features in the electronic dispersion of the 
system in the general case (the exception being for a =  1 /2  where the n and 
p regions are of equal width). This suggests that the main featuies seen in the
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system are due to interference at smaller length scales than catastrophe theory 
operates. (Being a classical theory, it is valid at length scales greater than the 
wavelength of carriers in the system.) As further study, we could minimise A by 
taking the limit e —>■ oo, which Eqn. 3.43 suggests means taking the limit u —>• oo. 
At these energies it may be possible to resolve features attributable to such a 
classical theory. Furthermore, there may be subtle features in the energy spectrum 
at the energies that cusps form that this analysis has not shown; it may warrant 
further investigation to attempt to resolve these.
Chapter 4
Characterisation of Moire 
Patterns Formed by 
Incommensurate Hexagonal 
Lattices
Whenever two regular hexagonal lattices are overlaid at an angle and/or with a 
small difference in lattice constants, Moire pattens appear. Periodic modulations 
forming superlattices have been observed experimentally in scanning tunnelling 
microscopy (STM) studies of graphite [92-96], and also studied theoretically in 
graphene [97-100]. In this Chapter we develop the theory of Moire patterns and 
create a computer model to allow experimentally observed patterns to be char­
acterised by angle (and perhaps additionally lattice constant). Furthermore, the 
model has also been written to (optionally) selectively show only those lattice sites 
that are nearly commensurate with sites in another layer. The atoms at these sites 
are hypothesised to dominate interlayer interaction effects.
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Fig. 4.1: Generated Moire pattern showing the formation of a super- 
lattice, formed by two hexagonal lattices, with lattice constants a and 
a(l — \/2/25). (The latter value is chosen to force the model to use an 
irrational number for the lattice constant.) AA and AB stacking align­
ments are highlighted.
4 . 1  T h e o r y  o f  M o i r e  P a t t e r n s
The theory of geometric Moire patterns (outside of solid state physics) has been 
well researched [101-105], often focusing on gratings and other simple structures. 
Usually, the spacing between each set of grids is slightly different, or there is a small 
amount of rotation. For the case of two layers with hexagonal lattices, the Moire 
pattern formed is also a hexagonal lattice, defined as a superlattice (see Fig. 4.1). 
Each hexagon formed is called a supercell. For the construction of this model, 
each layer is a hexagonal lattice, with lattice spacing and rotation angle defined 
independently. We make a general assumption that there can be a diffeience in 
rotation angle 6 between any two layers, and that the bond lengths of layeis one 
and two are I and 1(1 -  8) respectively; 6 G [0,0.05] is small and irrational. I is 
shown in Fig. 4.2. Throughout this Chapter, the use of the prime symbol designates
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b  , 6 0
Fig. 4.2: Schematic showing the geometry of a hexagonal lattice. Sites in 
sublattice A (B) are coloured red (blue), a = 2c = \/31, b = I cos 60° = | ,
c = I sin 60° = , d = I + 2b = 21.
a property of the superlattice.
4.1.1 A nalysis W ithout Rotation
With no rotation, the calculation of the distance between points in the centre 
of adjacent hexagons in the superlattice is straightforward. We can model each 
hexagon formed by six lattice sites in each layer as a set of pairs of parallel lines, 
each separated by length a = VSl. Thus, a hexagonal grid forms combs of parallel 
lines, and the Moire pattern formed will be the superposition of the pattern of 
parallel lines in one direction, plus two other equivalent patterns rotated by 120°. 
Light areas in a Moire pattern are formed when lines of one layer are directly 
above the lines of the other layer: they are superimposed. The dark areas are 
formed when lines from one layer are in the middle of the lines from the other 
layer: from a distance, there is less white space (see Fig. 4.3). To find the distance 
between a dark region and a light region in the Moire pattern (and thus, half
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Fig. 4.3: Comb image, representing parallel sides of the lattice hexagons 
as parallel lines. When overlapped and seen from a distance, they pro­
duce a periodic Moire pattern.
the distance between two dark regions, length a'), we make a few statements, 
referencing Fig. 4.3. At the left of the image, the lines start superimposed. This 
is a light region. Over the width of the image, layer two lines gradually span out 
until after distance w they form in the middle of the layer one lines. This is the 
centre of a dark region, where the centre of layer one’s lines is at a distance y/31/2 
(i.e., half way). If we count the lines, we see that the nth line in layer one forms 
at a distance ny/3l from the left of the image, where n 6 Z. The nth line on layer 
two is formed at a distance ny/3l(l dt 6). The lines in layer two are thus shifted by 
ws =  n^/31 — (ny/3l ±  \/351) =  ±ny/%5l.
As stated previously, the dark region is found when lines from layer two form in 
the middle of lines from layer one, which in this formalism is when the shift ws is 
equal to the middle of layer one’s lines,
nV3Sl = ^  => n =  4  (4.1)
(dropping the ui ” , not allowing negative n ). The total distance from the left of 
the image (the middle of a light patch) to the centre of a dark patch is
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/07 y/3lw = y/3ln = (4.2)
and hence the distance from one light patch to another or one dark region to 
another is twice this distance:
a! = 2 w = (4.3)
This is the distance between the centres of any two adjacent supercells. 
C ounting H exagons in Supercells
It is easy to determine the number of hexagons from layer one along a length a'. 
Each small hexagon has a length (between two parallel lines) a — y/31. Hence, the 
number of hexagons from layer one seen along length a' in the Moire pattern is
-  =  I .  (4.4)a o
The number of hexagons from layer one in each supercell can be found by dividing 
the area of the supercell hexagon by the area of a hexagon from layer one. The 
area of a hexagon is given by
A = 12. (4.5)
The length of a side of a supercell hexagon is /' =  a'/y/3 = 1/6, hence the number 
of hexagons from layer one seen in a supercell is
3 a/ q 4L /2 1
2* s2 _  J _  _  _  (4 6)
IV s i2 w 2 *2'
We notice from Eqns. 4.4 and 4.6 that these quantities are dependent on 5 alone.
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4.1.2 Fourier Analysis M ethod for R otated Layers
To describe rotated layers, we again imagine our hexagonal lattice as a set of 
parallel lines arranged as a grid. A popular way to analyse this situation is to 
transform the real image into a frequency spectrum via a Fourier transform. The 
assumption made here is that £ <  1. Given that 5 is in the range [0,0.05], the 
condition is satisfied. We map out the general method required to analyse Moire 
patterns in this way, using notation as in Amidror [101, 102], The only assumption 
made about the images is that they are periodic and symmetric, and exist in a 
2D real space (x:y). Each image is represented by a reflectance function r, which 
gives a value in the range [0,1]: 0 for darkness, 1 for perfect reflectance. Thus, 
superposition is multiplicative: a black image on a white (transparent) image will 
still produce black. Hence,
m
r(x, y) =  y)r2{x, y) ■ ■ ■ rm(x, y) = r^x,  y). (4.7)
i = 1
Fourier transforming ri(x,y) produces Ri(u,v), which is shown as an impulse in 
the frequency plane (u,v). The convolution theorem shows that
R(u, v ) =  Ri(u, v) * R2(u, v) * ■ ■ ■ * Rm(u, v). (4.8)
Each impulse has an index, together with its geometric location on the (u, v) plane, 
and an amplitude. In Fig. 4.4 /  is a frequency vector, pointing from the origin to 
the impulse location. 9 is perpendicular to the gratings in the real image, as shown 
in Fig. 4.4’s inset.
Another assumption made in this method is that the images we consider are sym­
metric: for every f ,  there is a corresponding —f .  Each grid is represented by the 
frequency vector f ,  such that multiple images superimposed can now be repre­
sented by multiple frequency vectors,
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(u,v)
itudeamp]
Fig. 4.4: (u,v) frequency plane showing two impulses at /  and — Inset 
shows that frequency vector /  is perpendicular to the gratings.
/  =  £ / < ,  <4-9)
i—1
where each f i  has associated coordinates (fi,9i). Hence the sum vector f  is given 
by
\f\ = f  = Vu2 + v2,
9 = arctan—, (4-10)u
where /  is the length of the frequency vector, T  is its period, and 9 is the angle 
it makes with the positive side of the u axis in frequency space. In Cartesian 
coordinates,
u = f  I COS 9\ H +  fm COS 0m,
v = sin 9\ + • • ■ + sin 9m. (4.11)
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f,
Fig. 4.5: The top row shows real images of parallel grids, superimposed 
in the third image to show the formation of Moire patterns. The bottom 
row shows the corresponding frequency vectors for each pattern and the 
superimposed image, including the effective Moire frequency vector f m.
Many Moire patterns are possible, but not all are resolvable; for this to be possible 
they have to be in the visible circle region. For example, for our grid example the 
Moire pattern observed is formed due to f m =  f i  — f 2, with an associated period 
Tm =  1 /fm (see Fig. 4.5).
Looking at Fig. 4.5, and not' assuming that f i  and f 2 are of equal length, we 
deduce from the law of cosines that
f m = +  / |  — 2/ 1/2 cos 6. (4.12)
Given that f i  =  1/Ti and f 2 = 1/^2, we find that
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1
V f i  + f i  -  2/1/2 cos e
1
/  1I 1 2 cos 9
V Tl T2 TiT2 
1
(4.13)
\ JT ‘i T '2 — ‘2T\T2 cos 6'
It is now easy to apply this to the case we are interested in: hexagonal lattices. 
Modelling the hexagons as a series of parallel lines as stated previously, we define
notation in [101, 102], it is noted that ai = T\ and a2 = T2.
Since we can now follow the same derivation as the general method, we can take 
Eqn. 4.13 and substitute our values for T\ and T2. Letting a =  y/SI, and again 
defining the distance from one P  point to another in the superlattice as a', we see 
that
a' = a2(<5 - 1 )  --------
\ /a 2{2 +  (5 — 2)<5 + 2(5 — 1) cos#
If the angle between our two grid patterns, 6, is now set to zero, we see that
in contrast to Eqn. 4.3. However, it is easily seen that these solutions converge as 
§ —y 0, so provided we stay in the regime of 5 <!C 1 as assumed at the start of this 
Section, this is correct.
One can also make a corresponding simplification to Eqn. 4.14, when a\ = a2 (be., 
when 5 =  0). We find that
those composed from layer one to be separated by a distance =  y/31. Lines from 
layer two are separated by a distance a2 — \/3Z(l — 5). To map to the Amidror
V7 2 — 2 cos 9
(4 .16)
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which, after using the trigonometric identity cos(2,4) =  1 -  2 sin2 A, simplifies to
a
(4.17)2 | sin |
It is also possible to calculate the angle at which the superlattice is formed. The 
effective Moire frequency vector f m makes an angle f t  =  arctan(u/ii) with the 
horizontal positive axis in the frequency plane. If layer one is rotated by angle 6 \ 
from the horizontal axis and layer two is rotated by 0 2 from layer two (and thus 
6 1  +  6 2  from the horizontal axis, the vector subtraction shows that
fm = f i  ~ h  =  (/1 cos 01 - f 2 cos(6 1+ 92))u +  (/i sin 6 l -  f 2 sm(91 + 6 2 ))v. (4.18)
For the case we are interested in, where layer one has no rotation and we are only 
concerned with the relative rotation between layers, d2, we set 0i =  0 and see that
Hence
f t  = arctan (4.19)
f t  =  arctan (4.20)
which simplifies to
f t  =  cot-1 ((5 -  1 +  cos 02) esc02) • (4.21)
This is useful when making comparisons to STM images, later in the Chapter.
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F ig . 4 .6: L a ttic e  g eo m etry  sh ow in g  c* and rB v ectors u sed  in  th e  ca lcu ­
la t io n  o f  co m m en su ra te  s ites .
4 . 2  M o d e l l i n g  M o i r e  I m a g e s
In this Section we construct a computer model to layer hexagonal lattice sheets. We 
define the bottom left of any image as the origin. The lattice vectors used to specify 
the locations of lattice sites are a L defined in Fig. 4.2, such that any site (on one 
sublattice) is connected via the vector Ra  =  a(mei + ne2), where a is the lattice 
constant and e* are unit vectors following the direction of a*, and {m, n} G Z. 
Bonds between sites must be rendered in a separate way: one complete hexagon 
(comprising of six lattice sites) is generated and then iterated with an offset each 
time. The Cartesian coordinates specifying six points in real space for the bonds 
are
bonds(a;, y) = (x, y), (x +  c,y +  b), (x +  c,y +  I +  b),
(x,y  +  d),(x -  c,y +  I +  b),(x -  c,y + 6), (4.22)
where b, c, d, and I are also specified in Fig. 4.2. The model then simply iterates this 
several times, to produce the complete hexagonal lattice. Rotation is intioduced
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by including the rotation matrix such that R A — R(9^a(me\ +  ne2), where the 
rotation matrix is given by
and a small change in the lattice constant 5 is also introduced such that finally, 
— R(9)a( 1 +  5)(me 1 +  ne2). The full source code is given in Appendix B.
4.2.1 Com m ensurate Lattice Sites
It is of interest to introduce a rotation and/or a small difference in the lattice 
constants between layers, and then see which sites are nearly commensurate with 
those in other layers (up to a threshold given as a parameter). To explain the 
algorithm we use the example of hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) as layer one and 
graphene as layer two. For each lattice site in the hBN layer, we solve two equations 
(for the two sublattices in the graphene layer):
for cq and fa, where cq, & e K, and % e {A , B}. “point” is the coordinate of a site in 
the hBN layer, which is already known, d  are lattice vectors in the graphene layer, 
and are defined as C\ =  (—c, I +  b), C2 = (c , I + 6), shown in Fig. 4.6. Eqn. 4.24 
differs from Eqn. 4.25 by adding a shift to jump to the other sublattice. Eqns. 4.24 
and 4.25 are solved separately for on and Pi (depending on which sublattice may 
be commensurate, A or B), and then the vectors ta  and t b  &re calculated as
r A =  [aA -  round(au)] R(6)c 1 + [Pa -  round(^a)] R(0)c2, (4.26)
and the equivalent for t b - The function round(x) simply rounds a real number to 
the nearest integer. We then test whether Ir^l =  \ /ra ■ r A < t (and the same foi
(4.23)
point +  (0 , /) =  R(8)(aACi +  pAc2) 
point =  R(9)(aBc1 + Pbc2)
(4.24)
(4.25)
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(a) (b)
Fig. 4.7: (a) Atomic model of a 12 nm2 graphene layer with hBN below, 
rotated at an angle of 10°. Only graphene sites that are almost directly 
above boron or nitrogen sites are shown, coloured red (blue) for graphene 
sublattice A (B). (b) Atomic model of a 12 nm2 monolayer graphene layer 
below two layers of hBN, the first rotated by 5° relative to graphene, 
the second by 10°. Only those sites in the hBN layer that are nearly 
commensurate with sites from sublattice A (B) in the graphene layer 
are rendered, coloured red (blue).
r#), where t is a threshold. If either is true, the lattice site in the hBN layer is 
within the proximity of a site in the graphene layer, so it is rendered. A threshold 
of t =  1/6 is chosen to allow for sites to be drawn that are within the radius of a 
lattice site in the graphene layer (assuming the site is to have a diameter of about 
1/3 when rendered). Figs. 4.7(a) and 4.7(b) demonstrate this. Fig. 4.7(a) shows 
commensurate sites when a layer of hBN is placed below monolayer graphene at 
an angle of 10°, while Fig. 4.7(b) shows monolayer graphene below two layers of 
rotated hBN.
Angles of C om m ensurability
Commensurate formations can also be found for certain angles of rotation (with 
the same lattice spacing), for example in Fig. 4.8(a), which shows two layers of 
graphene with a relative rotation of 32.2° (clockwise). Fig. 4.8(b) is analogous to 
Cisternas et al. [106, Fig. 1]. The model consists of a three layer unit supercell; 
the two lower layers present the usual AB stacking sequence of the bulk hexagonal 
graphite crystal. The top layer presents a clockwise lotation angle of 21.8 .
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Fig. 4.8: (a) Commensurability angle formed by turbostratic graphene 
with a relative angle of —32.2°. (b) Three layer unit supercell; the two 
lower layers present the usual AB stacking sequence of the bulk hexag­
onal graphite crystal. The top layer presents a clockwise rotation angle 
of 21.8°. (b) is analogous to Cisternas et al. [106, Fig. 1].
4 . 3  A  S y s t e m a t i c  S t u d y  a n d  C o m p a r i s o n  o f  M o i r e  
M o d e l  I m a g e s  t o  E x p e r i m e n t a l  I m a g e s
We can now compare images produced by the model to those produced in STM 
experiments. Moire images have been found when imaging a few graphitic layers, 
as well as when graphene is layered on top of hexagonal boron nitride (hBN). 
The latter is of interest since (when grown on Si02 for example) impurities reduce 
the mobility of carriers in graphene [107]. Thus it is desirable to use a different 
substrate material; one such contender is hBN since it has a large band gap (5.97 eV 
[108]) and is flat. Both graphene and hBN have hexagonal lattice structures, though 
at a «  2.50A, hBN’s lattice constant is slightly longer than graphene’s [109, 110] 
(see Fig. 4.2). Thus, if hBN is used as a substrate for few-layer graphene, one may 
expect to see Moire patterns. The same can be said for incommensurate few layers 
of graphene, for example with a relative rotation (turbostratic graphene).
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(a) (b)
Fig. 4.9: (a) Moire image formed by two layers of graphene with a relative 
angle of 1.8°. An effective area of 22.5 nm2 is shown, (b) The same image 
showing commensurate sites causing a periodic modulation of the density 
of states.
4.3.1 Scanning T unneling M icroscope Im ages of G rap h itic  
Layers
Kuwabara et al. [92] reported on Moire patterns seen in STM images of graphite 
with a superlattice period of approximately 7.lk.  Using Eqn. 4.17, we concur 
that the image seen can be explained due to two rotated layers of graphene (i.e., 
monolayer graphene rotated on a graphite crystal) with an angle of 1.8° (given 
graphite’s lattice constant of 2.46A). The superlattice’s orientation is thus (from 
Eqn. 4.21) rotated by an angle of 89.1°. The computer model is used to accurately 
reproduce the experimental STM image seen, while also showing commensurate 
lattice sites (see Figs. 4.9). These sites will affect conductivity and density of states 
more than other sites, explaining the periodic perturbation in the surface density 
of states. (Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy will pick up these fluctuations since the 
tunnelling current is directly proportional to the surface density of states [111].)
Cee et al. [112] found Moire patterns due to a single graphitic layer on top of 
a Bernal-stacked bilayer. The model accurately reproduces the simulated STM 
image (Fig. 4.10(a)). The top monolayer is rotated by 5°; commensurate sites are 
shown in Fig. 4.10(b).
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Fig. 4.10: (a) Moire image formed by two Bernal-stacked layers of 
graphene with a rotated monolayer on top (with a relative angle of 1.8°).
(b) The same image showing nearly commensurate sites causing a pe­
riodic modulation of the density of states. Sites in the Bernal-stacked 
layers that are nearly commensurate with sites in the A (B) sublattice 
of the rotated layer are coloured red (blue).
Finally, Xhie et al. [113] observed superlattices on four samples of graphite: a 
monolayer of graphene rotated by an angle relative to the graphite crystal below. 
The angles ranged from 6 — 2.1-8.3°. A Moire image analogous to [113, Fig. 5(a)] 
is shown, together with the commensurate sites, in Figs. 4.11.
4.3.2 M onolayer and  Bilayer G raphene on hB N
Given hBN’s slightly larger lattice constant compared to graphite’s, a few-layer 
stack of hBN and graphene would present a Moire pattern even with no rotation. 
This has been seen in STM images by Decker et al. [114], compared in Figs. 4.12 
(with a relative angle of 4°). Xue et al. [115] have also studied Moire patterns 
produced by graphene on hBN; a comparison is shown in Figs. 4.13. The hBN 
layer is rotated relative to the graphene layer by 10.9 . The model piedicts the 
same pattern found in the experiments.
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Fig. 4.11: (a) Moire image produced by overlapping two graphitic mono­
layers with a relative rotation of 3.5°. Lattice sites from sublattice A (B) 
are coloured red (blue) (for both layers), (b) The same layer configura­
tion as in (a) but only showing the lattice of the non-rotated layer (no 
sites); only nearly-commensurate sites are rendered. Sites in the rotated 
layer that are nearly commensurate with those from sublattice A (B) in 
the other layer are coloured red (blue).
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 4.12: (a) 20 nm2 STM image of graphene-hBN surface topology with 
a relative angle of 4°, adapted from Decker et al. [114, Fig. 2(c)]. (b) 
Atomic model image using equivalent parameters for surface area and 
relative rotation, (c) Atomic model image showing nearly-commensurate 
sites. Lattice sites in the hBN layer that are almost commensurate with 
graphene sublattice A (B) sites are coloured red (blue).
(a) (b)
Fig. 4.13: Graphene monolayer above hBN with a relative angle of 
-10.9°. (a) 16nm2 STM image of graphene-hBN surface topology, 
adapted from Xue et al. [115, Fig. 2(c)]. (b) Atomic model image using 
equivalent parameters for surface area and relative rotation, (c) Atomic 
model image showing nearly-commensurate sites. Lattice sites in the 
hBN layer that are almost commensurate with graphene sublattice A 
(B) sites are coloured red (blue).
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We have characterised geometric Moire patterns formed when two regular patterns 
overlap, induced by either a small difference in their lattice parameters or their an­
gle of rotation. We developed and implemented a computer model to demonstrate 
this effect and compared model images to those from STM experiments with few- 
layer graphene and graphene on a hexagonal boron nitride substrate. We find that, 
empirically, the model characterises the Moire patterns seen in these experiments 
well. Additionally, the model also shows patterns of commensurate lattice sites.
Chapter 5
Summary and Conclusions
In this Thesis we have characterised electronic and transport properties of few-layer 
graphene systems. In Chapter 1 we introduced graphene and described the tight 
binding model that is frequently used in its analysis. We derived Hamiltonians 
near the K  points for monolayer and bilayer graphene, and reviewed important 
phenomena that account for the results seen in later Chapters.
In Chapter 2 we extended the earlier derived low energy effective Hamiltonian for 
bilayer graphene to incorporate a spatially dependent electrostatic potential con­
sistently. Our calculations show that the angle-dependent transmission through an 
n-p junction is T(6) = sm2(29)-(2u/3ji)  sin(40) sin(0). A spatially dependent elec­
trostatic potential affects the angle where perfect transmission is seen, slightly in­
creasing it. In addition, the conductance is slightly reduced to G =  2.10 e2wkF/7rh, 
whereas the Fano factor is slightly increased to F = 0.241 (both for u = 40meV). 
Even though our calculations show that the transmission, conductance and Fano 
factor are changed when these spatially dependent terms in the effective Hamilto­
nian are kept, we conclude that the approximate low energy Hamiltonian derived 
in McCann and Fal’ko [7] is very good in this regime. Additionally, a low energy 
effective Hamiltonian with a spatially dependent asymmetry in the on-site energy 
between layers is derived. One possible direction of further research is to use this
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Hamiltonian to extend the analysis of pseudospintronics in bilayer graphene (first 
carried out by San-Jose et al. [116]). The calculation of pseudospin for a low energy 
bilayer graphene system (Section 1.4.1) shows that it has a phase twice that of mo­
mentum, (cr) =  cos 20i+sin 24>j. If we introduce an asymmetry in the on-site ener­
gies between the two layers to give sites in layer one (two) an on-site energy of A/2 
(-A /2 ) , the pseudospin is found to be (<r)± = ± y / l  -  (2(cos 2cf>i +  sin 2</>j) +  (k.  
({<r )+ ((cr)-)  denotes pseudospin in the conduction (valence) band, and £ =  A/2e.) 
This is of interest due to the out of plane component. At e =  A A/2 (the minima 
and maxima of the low energy bands in the energy spectrum with an induced 
gap), the in-plane pseudospin components vanish: we are left with the out of plane 
component only. However, given that the corrections in the derived low energy ef­
fective Hamiltonian are small, any corrections to the pseudospin are also expected 
to be small. (These equations are derived more thoroughly in Appendix C.)
In Chapter 3 we introduced transfer matrices by calculating the transmission of 
ballistic carriers though n-p-n junctions in monolayer and bilayer graphene. We 
then extended this analysis by introducing the modulation of a periodic poten­
tial profile, which introduces extra Dirac points in the energy dispersion. Classical 
catastrophe theory was then employed to describe caustics and cusps in a sys­
tem with a periodic potential profile, for cusps forming at regular interfaces. The 
periodicity of the formation of cusps was matched with the periodicity of the 
superlattice, where we determined that the energy at which these cusps form is 
independent of the number of periods of the superlattice traversed. We mapped 
this energy to the energy spectrum found when analysing monolayer graphene with 
a periodic potential profile, and found that they do not correspond to features in 
the electronic dispersion of the system in the general case (the exception being for 
a = 1/2 where the n and p regions are of equal width). This suggests that the 
main features seen in the system are due to interference at smaller length scales 
than catastrophe theory operates. (Being a classical theory, it is valid at length 
scales greater than the wavelength of carriers in the system.) As furthei study,
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we could minimise A by taking the limit e —> oo, which Eqn. 3.43 suggests means 
taking the limit u —* oo. At these energies it may be possible to resolve features 
attributable to such a classical theory. Furthermore, there may be subtle features 
in the energy spectrum at the energies that cusps form that this analysis has not 
shown; it may warrant further investigation to attempt to resolve these.
In Chapter 4 we created a model to characterise the angles and commensurability 
of a few layers of hexagonal lattice materials, seen in STM images in experiments. 
The model allows for different lattice constants and rotations for each layer, as well 
as selectively showing lattice sites that are nearly commensurate with sites in other 
layers. This model was then used to find the angle of rotation of layers in various 
STM images from experiments involving multiple graphitic layers, turbostratic 
graphene, and graphene on hexagonal boron nitride.
In conclusion, we have shown that few-layer graphene is a very interesting material 
which shows enormous promise for innovative applications. Further research can 
also be conducted to analyse the effects of rotation and lattice incommensurability 
on the electronic properties of graphene few-layer systems, extending the work in 
Chapter 4.
Appendix A
Source Code for Drawing Energy 
Surfaces Due to a Periodic 
M odulation of Potential
In this Appendix we give the complete source code used in Chapter 3; longer lines 
are split with backslashes.
M onolayer G raphene
The energy surfaces for work in Section 3.2 were plotted using the following Math- 
ematica code. First the central equation can be derived from transfer matrix for­
malism:
kx [\ [Epsilon] _,u_,ky_,\ [Alpha] _] := Sqrt[-ky“2 + (u \ [Alpha]
+ \ [Epsilon])~2] ;
kxp [\ [Epsilon] u_ ,ky_, \ [Alpha] _] := -Sqrt [-ky 2 +(u (l-\ [Alpha] )
- \ [Epsilon])~2];
al2[\[Epsilon]_,u_,ky_,\ [Alpha].] := l/(\ [Epsilon]+u \[Alpha])
(~kx[\ [Epsilon] ,u,ky,\[Alpha]] -I ky);




bl2[\[Epsilon]_ ,u_,ky_,\ [Alpha]_] := 1/(\[Epsilon]-u (l-\ [Alpha])) 
(-kxp[\[Epsilon],u,ky,\[Alpha]] -I ky);
b22[\[Epsilon]_,u_,ky_,\ [Alpha].] := 1/(\[Epsilon]-u (l-\[Alpha]))
(kxp[\[Epsilon],u,ky,\[Alpha]] -I ky);
mA [\ [Epsilon] _ ,u_, ky_, \ [Alpha] _] : =
{{1,1},{al2[\[Epsilon],u,ky,\[Alpha]],a22[\[Epsilon],u,ky,\[Alpha]]>}; 
mB [\ [Epsilon] _ ,u_, ky_, \ [Alpha] _] : =
{{1,1},{bl2[\[Epsilon],u ,ky,\ [Alpha]],b22[\ [Epsilon],u ,ky A[Alpha]]»;
mC[\[Epsilon]_ ,u_,ky_,\[Alpha]_] := {{Exp [I
kxp [\ [Epsilon] ,u ,ky,\ [Alpha] ] \ [Alpha] ] ,0},{0,Exp[-I 
kxp [\ [Epsilon] , u , ky, \ [Alpha] ] \ [Alpha] ] }>;
mD[\[Epsilon]_,u_,ky_,\ [Alpha]_] := {{Exp[I
kx[\ [Epsilon] ,u ,ky,\ [Alpha]] (1—\ [Alpha] )] ,0},{0,Exp[-I 
kx [\ [Epsilon] , u , ky, \ [Alpha] ] (1—\ [Alpha] ) ] » ;
mTl [\ [Epsilon] _, u_, ky_, \ [Alpha] _]
:=Inverse[mA [\ [Epsilon],u,kyA[Alpha]]]
. mB[\[Epsilon],u,ky,\[Alpha]] ;
mT2 [\ [Epsilon]_,u_,ky_,\[Alpha] _]
:=Inverse[mB[\[Epsilon],u,ky A[Alpha]]]
. mA[\ [Epsilon] ,u,ky,\ [Alpha]];
mT [\ [Epsilon] _,u_,ky_ ,\ [Alpha].] := mD [\ [Epsilon] , u , ky A  [Alpha] ] 
. mTl[\[Epsilon],u,kyA [Alpha]] . mC[\[Epsilon],u,kyA[Alpha]]
. mT2[\ [Epsilon],u,kyA[Alpha]];
ans [\ [Epsilon] _, u_, ky_, \ [Phi] _, \ [Alpha] _] : =
Det[mT[\[Epsilon],u,kyA[Alpha]] - IdentityMatrix[2] 
Exp[I \ [Phi]]];
ans can be simplified as
sans [\ [Epsilon] _, u_, ky_, \ [Phi] _, \ [Alpha] _] : =Cos [\ [Phi] ] - 
Cos[\[Alpha] kxp [\ [Epsilon] ,u,ky A  [Alpha] ] ] Cos [(\[Alpha]-1) 
kx[\ [Epsilon] ,u,ky A  [Alpha]]] + ((ky's2 - (u 
(\ [Alpha] - l)+\ [Epsilon] )
(u \ [Alpha]+\ [Epsilon] ))/(kx[\ [Epsilon] , u , ky A [Alpha] ] 
kxp[\[Epsilon],u,kyA[Alpha]])) Sin[(\[Alpha]-1) 
kx [\ [Epsilon] ,u,ky A [Alpha] ] ] Sin [\ [Alpha] 
kxp[\ [Epsilon] ,n,ky A [Alpha] ] ] ;
In order to produce a surface plot, showing ky vs 4> for some range of energy 








Fig. A.l: Central equation sans plotted with values u = IOtt, ky — 16, 
0 = 1 ,  and a = 1/2 to determine the first root, approximately e: = tt/2.
given values for its parameters. We can then use the FindRoot function (Newton- 
Raphson iteration) to find the next root, and iterate this process for each different 
root as we subtly change the values of ky and 0.
To find the first root, we look at the graph:
Plot[sans [\ [Epsilon],10 \[Pi],16,1,0.5], {\[Epsilon],-5,5},PlotRange->All]
The roots of both the conduction and valence bands are approximately at e =  t t / 2. 
We use the following code to find all the subsequent roots, and arrange them to 
















\ [Alpha] Set] , {\ [Epsilon] , -\ [Pi] /2}] [[1,2] ]},{\ [Phi] inc,
\ [Phi] Min, \ [Phi] Max, \ [Phi] Increment}] ;
n=l;












Flatten [Table [Table [i,{i,kytMin,kytMax,kytlncrement}] ,
{Length [venergySolutionsList]}]];
c\ [Phi]Coords =
Flatten [Table [i , {i , \ [Phi] Min, \ [Phi] Max, \ [Phi] Increment},
{Length [cenergySolutionsList [ [1] ] ] }] ] ;
v\ [Phi]Coords =
Flatten [Table [i,{i,\[Phi]Min,\[Phi]Max,\[Phi]Increment},
{Length[venergySolutionsList[[1] ] ] }] ] ;
ccombinedCoords =
Table [{ckytCoords [ [j] ] , c\ [Phi] Coords [ [j] ] ,Flatten [
N[cenergySolutionsList]][[j]]},{j ,1,Length [Flatten [cenergySolutionsList]]}];
vcombinedCoords =
Table[{vkytCoords[[j]] ,v\[Phi]Coords[[j]],Flatten[
N[venergySolutionsList]] [ [j]]},{j ,1,Length [Flatten[venergySolutionsList] ] }] ;
ListPlot3D[{vcombinedCoords,ccombinedCoords},AxesLabel->{ky,\[Phi],\[Epsilon] }]
Bilayer G raphene
The energy surfaces for work in Section 3.3 were plotted using the following Python 
code. It uses selected functions from the numpy and scipy libraries, and is compiled 
to a C program using Cython.
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Fig. A.2: Valence and conduction bands of the spectrum of a superlattice 
with square barriers in monolayer graphene; u =  IOtt, a = 1/2. Values 
used to match Barbier et al. [19, Fig. 2].
Fig. A.3: Valence and conduction bands of the spectrum of a superlattice 
with square barriers in monolayer graphene; u = 67r, a — 4/10. Values 
used to match Barbier et al. [19, Fig. 3].
import cmath as c
from numpy import matrix, identity, diag, pi, arange 
from scipy.linalg import det, inv 
from scipy.optimize import brentq 
import time, io 
cdef extern from "math.h": 
double pow(double, int)
def utilda(double potential, double period):
return (potential * pow(10,-3) * 1.6 * pow(10,-19)) / (((1.05 * \  
pow(10,-34))**2) / (2 * 0.035 * 9.11 * pow(10,-31) * (period * \ 
pow(10,-9))**2))
def kx(double e, double u, double ky, double a): 
return c .sqrt(-ky**2 + u * a + e)
def kappa(double e, double u, double ky, double a): 
return c .sqrt(ky**2 + u * a + e)
def kxp(double e, double u, double ky, double a): 
return - c .sqrt(-ky**2 + u * (1-a) - e)
def kappap(double e, double u, double ky, double a): 
return - c.sqrt(ky**2 + u * (1-a) - e)
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def al2(double e, double u, double ky, double a):
return l/(e + u * a) * complex(ky**2 - kx(e,u,ky,a)**2, \
- 2*kx(e,u,ky,a)*ky)
def a22(double e, double u, double ky, double a):
return l/(e + u * a) * complex(ky**2 - kx(e,u,ky,a)**2, \
+ 2*kx(e,u,ky,a)*ky)
def a32(double e, double u, double ky, double a):
return l/(e + u * a) * (ky**2 + kappa(e,u,ky,a)**2 - 2*kappa(e,u,ky,a)*ky)
def a42(double e, double u, double ky, double a):
return 1/(e + u * a) * (ky**2 + kappa(e,u,ky,a)**2 + 2*kappa(e,u,ky,a)*ky)
def bl2(double e, double u, double ky, double a):
return l/(e - u * (1-a)) * complex(ky**2 - kxp(e,u,ky,a)**2, - \
2 *kxp(e ,u ,ky,a)*ky)
def b22(double e, double u, double ky, double a):
return l/(e - u * (1-a)) * complex(ky**2 - kxp(e,u,ky,a)**2, + \
2*kxp(e,u,ky,a)*ky)
def b32(double e, double u, double ky, double a):
return l/(e - u * (1-a)) * (ky**2 + kappap(e,u,ky,a)**2 - 
2*kappap(e,u ,ky,a)*ky)
def b42(double e, double u, double ky, double a):
return 1/(e - u * (1-a)) * (ky**2 + kappap(e,u,ky,a)**2 + 
2*kappap(e,u,ky,a)*ky)
def matrixA(double e, double u, double ky, double a): 
return matrix([ \
[1, 1, 1, 1], \
[al2(e, u, ky, a), a22(e, u, ky, a), a32(e, u, ky, a), \ 
a42(e, u, ky, a)], \
[complex(0, kx(e, u, ky, a)), \
- complex(0, kx(e, u, ky, a)), kappa(e, u, ky, a), \
- kappa(e, u, ky, a)], \
[complex(0, kx(e, u, ky, a) * al2(e, u, ky, a)), \
- complex(0, kx(e, u, ky, a) * a22(e, u, ky, a)), \
kappa(e, u, ky, a) * a32(e, u, ky, a), \
-kappa(e, u, ky, a) * a42(e, u, ky, a)]])
def matrixB(double e, double u, double ky, double a):
return matrix([ \
[1, 1, 1, 1], \
[bl2(e, u, ky, a), b22(e, u, ky, a), b32(e, u, ky, a), \ 
b42(e, u, ky, a)], \
[complex(0, kxp(e, u, ky, a)), \
- complex(0, kxp(e, u, ky, a)), kappap(e, u, ky, a), \
- kappap(e, u, ky, a)], \
[complex(0, kxp(e, u, ky, a) * bl2(e, u, ky, a)), \
- complex(0, kxp(e, u, ky, a) * b22(e, u, ky, a)), \
kappap(e, u, ky, a) * b32(e, u, ky, a), \
-kappap(e, u, ky, a) * b42(e, u, ky, a)]])
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def matrixC(double e, double u, double ky, double a):
return diag( [c.exp(complex(0, kxp(e, u, ky, a) * a)), \
c.exp(- complex(0, kxp(e, u, ky, a) * a)), \
c .exp(kappap(e, u, ky, a) * a), \ 
c.exp(- kappap(e, u, ky, a) * a)])
def matrixD(double e, double u, double ky, double a):
return diag( [c.exp(complex(0, kx(e, u, ky, a) * (1-a))), \
c .exp(- complex(0, kx(e, u, ky, a) * (1-a))), \
c .exp(kappa(e, u, ky, a) * (1-a)), \ 
c.exp(- kappa(e, u, ky, a) * (1-a))])
def matrixTl (double e, double u, double ky, double a): 
try:
return inv(matrixA(e, u, ky, a)) * matrixB(e, u, ky, a) 
except:
raise ValueError(’singular matrix A')
def matrixT2(double e, double u, double ky, double a): 
try:
return inv(matrixB(e, u, ky, a)) * matrixA(e, u, ky, a) 
except:
raise ValueError(’singular matrix B')
def matrixT(double e, double u, double ky, double a):
return matrixD(e, u, ky, a) * matrixTl(e, u, ky, a) * 
matrixC(e, u, ky, a) * matrixT2(e, u, ky, a)
def ans (double e, double u, double ky, double phi, double a): 
return det (matrixT (e, u, ky, a) - matrix (identity (4) * 
c .exp(complex(0,phi)))).real
def find_root_2D():
cdef double ky_min = -4
cdef double ky_max = 4
cdef double ky_inc = 0.5
cdef double potential = utilda(100, 20)
cdef double phi = 0
cdef double alpha = 0.5
cdef double energy_min = 0
cdef double energy_max = 22
t_l = time.timeQ
output = ""
for ky in arange(ky_min, ky_max + ky_inc, ky_inc): 
root = brentq(ans, energy_min, energy_max, \ 
args=(potential, ky, phi, alpha)) 
output += + '{0},-Cl}5 .format(ky, root) +
print 'time taken: {0 : ^ fj-s' .format (time .time ()-t_l)
# [: -1] removes the last comma that is illegal syntax in Mathematica 
with open('output-2D’, ’w') as file:
file .write ("{" + output [: -1] + "I11)
def find_root_3D (double energy_min=0, double energy_max=20, \ 
output_file_name=5 output-3D’) : 
cdef double ky_min = -2 
cdef double ky_max = 2 
cdef double ky_inc =0.1 
cdef double phi_min = -3
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cdef double phi.max = 3
cdef double phi_inc = 0.1
cdef double potential = utilda(100, 20)
cdef double alpha =0 .5
t_l = time.timeO
output = ""
for phi in arange(phi_min, phi_max + phi.inc, phi_inc): 
for ky in arange(ky.min, ky.max + ky.inc, ky_inc): 
root = brentq(ans, energy_min, energy.max,
args=(potential, ky, phi, alpha)) 
output += + ’{0},-Cl},{2}’.format(ky, phi, root) +
print ’time taken: { 0 2f>s’.format(time.time()-t_l)
# [:—1] removes the last comma that is illegal syntax in Mathematica 
with open(output_file_name, ’w ’) as file: 
file.write("{" + output[:-l] + "}")
Once compiled using Cython to c_ b ilayer. so, the following python code will 
use it with given parameters to output numerical data in a format acceptable to 
Mathematica:
from c_bilayer import * 
try:
test_alpha = 0.5 
test_potential = utilda(100,20) 



























raise ValueError("Newton method didn’t work")
Fig. A.4: The first two conduction bands of the spectrum of a superlattice 
with square barriers in bilaver graphene; u -  37 .02  (corresponding to 
1 0 0 meV, I — 2 0 nm), and a = 1 /2 . Values used to match Barbier et al. 
[20, Fig. 6 (1 )].
Mathematica then reads the contained data to create plots:









AxesLabel -> {ky, \ [Phi], \ [Epsilon]}]
Appendix B
Source Code for Rendering Moire
Images
The following Mathematica code was used to create the hexagonal lattices when 
analysing Moire patterns in Chapter 4. As well as the code, example usage is given.
(* Setup lattice *)
a [1_] : = 1 Sqrt [3] ; 
b[l_] := 1/2; 
c[l_] := 1 Sqrt [3] /2;
d[l_] := 2 1;
bondLinePoints[x_, y_,
1_] := ffx, y>, {x + c[l], y + b[l]>, fx + c [1] , y + 1 + b[l]>, {x, 
y + d[l]>, {x - c[l], y + 1 + b[l]>, {x - c [1] , y + b[l]>, {x,
y »;
sublatticeAPoints[x_, y_,
1_] := ffx + c[l], y + b[l]>, {x, y + d[l]>, {x - c [1] ,
y + b [1] » ;  (* {{x+c [1] ,y+b [1] }, fx,y+d [1] >, {x-c [1] ,y+b [1] »  *)
sublatticeBPoints[x_, y_,
1_] := ffx, y}, {x + c[l], y + 1 + b[l]>, fx - c [1] , y + 1 + b [1]»;
(* Not required but useful to check graphs, maybe *)
noOfHexagonsGammaPrimeStretch[\[Delta]_] := l/\[Delta];
noOfHexagonsSupercellStretch[\[Delta]_] := l/\ [Delta]"2;
ap [a_, \ [Delta] \[Theta]_] := ~((a~2 (-1 + \ [Delta] ))/Sqrt [
a~2 (2 + (-2 + \ [Delta]) \ [Delta] +
2 (-1 + \ [Delta]) Cos [\ [Degree] \ [Theta] ] )] ) ;
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\ [Phi]p[\ [Delta]., \[Theta]_] : =
ArcCot[(-l + \ [Delta] +
Cos [\ [Degree] \[Theta]]) Csc [\ [Degree] \[Theta]]];
(* Tables of points for lines and atom sites, two each for odd and \ 
even rows of hexagons *)
collectedbondLinePoints [1_, horizontalHexagons_, verticalHexagons_, 
xOffset_, yOffset_] :=
Table[bondLinePoints [i a[l] + xOffset, j (d[l] + 1) + yOffset,
1], {i, 0, horizontalHexagons - 1}, {j, 0, 
verticalHexagons/2 - 1>]; 
collectedbondLinePoints2[1_, horizontalHexagons., verticalHexagons_, 
x0ffset_, y0ffset_] :=
Table[bondLinePoints [i a[l] + c [1] + xOffset, 
j (d[l] +1 )  + b[l] + 1 + yOffset, 1], {i, 0, 
horizontalHexagons - 1}, {j, 0, verticalHexagons/2 - 1>];




sublatticeAPoints [i a[l] + xOffset, j (d[l] + 1) + yOffset,
1], {i, 0, horizontalHexagons - I}, {j, 0, 
verticalHexagons/2 - 1}]], 2]; 
collectedsublatticeAPoints2[1., horizontalHexagons., 
verticalHexagons., xOffset., yOffset.] :=
Partition[
Flatten[Table[
sublatticeAPoints[i a[l] + c [1] + xOffset, 
j (d[l] + 1 )  + b[l] + 1 + yOffset, 1], {i, 0, 
horizontalHexagons - 1>, {j , 0, verticalHexagons/2 - 1}]], 2];




sublatticeBPoints [i a[l] + xOffset, j (d[l] + 1) + yOffset,
1], {i, 0, horizontalHexagons - 1}, {j , 0, 
verticalHexagons/2 - I}]], 2]; 
collectedsublatticeBPoints2[1., horizontalHexagons., 
verticalHexagons., xOffset., yOffset.] :=
Partition[
Flatten[Table[
sublatticeBPoints[i a[l] + c [1] + xOffset, 
j (d[1] + 1 )  + b[l] + 1 + yOffset, 1], {i, 0, 
horizontalHexagons - 1>, {j, 0, verticalHexagons/2 - 1}]], 2];
(* Join the two sets of points for the lines and atom sites *)
unionBondLinePoints[1_, horizontalHexagons., verticalHexagons., 
xOffset., yOffset.] :=
Union[collectedbondLinePoints[1, horizontalHexagons, 
verticalHexagons, xOffset, yOffset], 
collectedbondLinePoints2[1, horizontalHexagons, verticalHexagons, 
xOffset, yOffset]]
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unionSublatticeAPoints [1_, \ [Theta]., horizontalHexagons., 
verticalHexagons., xOffset., yOffset.] := 
doRotation[\ [Theta] , #] & /@
Union[collectedsublatticeAPoints [1, horizontalHexagons, 
verticalHexagons, xOffset, yOffset], 
collectedsublatticeAPoints2[1, horizontalHexagons, 
verticalHexagons, xOffset, yOffset]];
unionSublatticeBPoints [1., \[Theta]., horizontalHexagons., 
verticalHexagons., xOffset., yOffset.] := 
doRotation[\ [Theta] , #] & /@
Union[collectedsublatticeBPoints[1, horizontalHexagons, 




graphBondLines[1., \[Theta]., horizontalHexagons., verticalHexagons., 
bondColor., bondStyle., xOffset., yOffset., opacity.] :=
Graphics[
Rotate[{Opacity[opacity], bondStyle, bondColor,
Line /@ unionBondLinePoints[1, horizontalHexagons,
verticalHexagons, xOffset, yOffset]}, \ [Theta] \ [Degree], {0, 
0}]];
graphSublatticeAPoints [1., \[Theta]_, horizontalHexagons., 
verticalHexagons., atomSize., sublatticeAColor., xOffset., 
yOffset., onlyPointsOnSites., threashold., pointsOnSitesl., 
points\[Theta]_, gColorA., gColorB., opacity.] :=
If [onlyPointsOnSites,
Graphics[{Opacity[opacity], PointSize[atomSize],
isPointOverSiteQVWithColor[#, threashold, pointsOnSitesl, 
points\[Theta], gColorA, gColorB] & /@ 
unionSublatticeAPoints[1, \[Theta], horizontalHexagons, 
verticalHexagons, xOffset, yOffset]}],
Graphics[{Opacity[opacity], PointSize[atomSize],
unionSublatticeAPointsWithColor[1, \[Theta], horizontalHexagons, 
verticalHexagons, xOffset, yOffset, sublatticeAColor]}]];
graphSublatticeBPoints[1., \[Theta]_, horizontalHexagons., 
verticalHexagons., atomSize., sublatticeBColor., xOffset., 
yOffset., onlyPointsOnSites., threashold., pointsOnSitesl., 
points\[Theta]., gColorA., gColorB., opacity.] :=
If [onlyPointsOnSites,
Graphics[{Opacity[opacity], PointSize [atomSize],
isPointOverSiteQVWithColor[#, threashold, pointsOnSitesl, 
points\[Theta], gColorA, gColorB] & /© 
unionSublatticeBPoints [1, \ [Theta], horizontalHexagons, 
verticalHexagons, xOffset, yOffset]}],
Graphics[{Opacity[opacity], PointSize[atomSize],
unionSublatticeBPointsWithColor[1, \[Theta], horizontalHexagons, 
verticalHexagons, xOffset, yOffset, sublatticeBColor]}]];
graphLayer[1., \[Theta]., horizontalHexagons., verticalHexagons., 
bondColor., bondStyle., sublatticeAColor., sublatticeBColor., 
atomSize., xOffset., yOffset., onlyPointsOnSites., threashold., 
pointsOnSitesl., points\ [Theta]_, gColorA., gColorB., bondOpacity.,
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sublatticeAOpacity_, sublatticeBOpacity.] := Show[ 
graphBondLines [1, \[Theta], horizontalHexagons, verticalHexagons, 
bondColor, bondStyle, xOffset, yOffset, bondOpacity], 
graphSublatticeAPoints [1, \ [Theta], horizontalHexagons, 
verticalHexagons, atomSize, sublatticeAColor, xOffset, yOffset, 
onlyPointsOnSites, threashold, pointsOnSitesl, points\[Theta], 
gColorA, gColorB, sublatticeAOpacity], 
graphSublatticeBPoints[1, \[Theta], horizontalHexagons, 
verticalHexagons, atomSize, sublatticeBColor, xOffset, yOffset, 
onlyPointsOnSites, threashold, pointsOnSitesl, points\[Theta], 
gColorA, gColorB, sublatticeBOpacity]];
(* Test if an atom is near a lattice site *)
isNearlylntegerQ[x_, threashold.] : =
If[Abs[Round[x] - x] < threashold, True, False];
solveForAlphaBetaSiteA[point., 1_, \ [Theta].] : =
Solve [(point + {0,
1>) == \ [Alpha] rotationMatrix [\ [Theta] ] . {-c [1] ,
1 + b[l]}- + \ [Beta] rotationMatrix [\ [Theta] ] . {c [1] ,
1 + b [1] >, {\ [Alpha] , \ [Beta] >] ; 
solveForAlphaBetaSiteB [point., 1_, \[Theta].] : =
Solve [point == \ [Alpha] rotationMatrix [\ [Theta] ] . {-c[l],
1 + b [1] y + \ [Beta] rotationMatrix [\ [Theta] ] . {c [1] ,
1 + b [1] >, {\ [Alpha] , \ [Beta] >] ;




solveForAlphaBetaSiteA [point, 1, \ [Theta] ][ [1, 1, 2]], 
threashold], 
isNearlylntegerQ[ 
solveForAlphaBetaSiteA [point, 1, \ [Theta] ][ [1, 2, 2]], 
threashold]],
And[isNearlylntegerQ[
solveForAlphaBetaSiteB [point, 1, \ [Theta] ][ [1, 1, 2]], 
threashold], 
isNearlylntegerQ[ 
solveForAlphaBetaSiteB [point, 1, \ [Theta] ][ [1, 2, 2]], 
threashold]]], 
point, {0, 0}];
isPointOverSiteQV[point., threashold., 1_, \[Theta].] : =
Block [{
\ [Alpha] A = solveForAlphaBetaSiteA [point, 1, \ [Theta] ][ [1, 1, 2]], 
\ [Beta] A =
solveForAlphaBetaSiteA[point, 1, \[Theta]][[1, 2, 2]], 
rA = ((\ [Alpha] A -
Round [\ [Alpha] A] ) rotationMatrix [\ [Theta] ] . {-c [1] ,
1 + b[l]> + (\[Beta]A -
Round [\ [Beta] A] ) rotationMatrix [\ [Theta] ] . -[c[l],
1 + b[l]»,
\ [Alpha] B = solveForAlphaBetaSiteB [point, 1, \ [Theta] ][ [1, 1, 2]], 
\ [Beta] B =
solveForAlphaBetaSiteB [point, 1, \ [Theta] ][ [1, 2, 2]], 
rB = ( (\[Alpha] B -
Round[\ [Alpha]B] ) rotationMatrix[\ [Theta]] . {-c [1] ,
1 + b[l]} + (\[Beta]B -




isNearlylntegerQV[Sqrt[rA , rA], threashold],
isNearlylntegerQV[Sqrt[rB . rB], threashold]], point, { 0 , 0>]] ; 
isNearlylntegerQV[r_, threashold.] : = If[r < threashold, True, False]; 
(* Rotation *)
rotationMatrix[\ [Theta] _] := {{Cos [\ [Theta] \ [Degree]] , -Sin[\ [Theta] \ 
\ [Degree]]}, {Sin[\ [Theta] \ [Degree]] , Cos [\ [Theta] \[Degree]]}}; 
doRotation[\[Theta]_, point.] := rotationMatrix[\[Theta]] . point;
(* Color selection (A and B graphene sublattices *)
unionSublatticeAPointsWithColor [1., \ [Theta]_, horizontalHexagons., 
verticalHexagons., xOffset., yOffset., pointColor.] := 
colorEachPoint[#, pointColor] & /@ 
unionSublatticeAPoints [1, \[Theta], horizontalHexagons, 
verticalHexagons, xOffset, yOffset];
unionSublatticeBPointsWithColor [1., \[Theta]_, horizontalHexagons., 
verticalHexagons., xOffset., yOffset., pointColor.] := 
colorEachPoint[#, pointColor] & /@ 
unionSublatticeBPoints [1, \[Theta], horizontalHexagons, 
verticalHexagons, xOffset, yOffset];
colorEachPoint[point., color.] :=
Point [{point}, VertexColors -> {color}];
isPointOverSiteQVWithColor [point., threashold., 1_, \ [Theta]., 
gColorA., gColorB.] :=
Block [{
\ [Alpha] A = solveForAlphaBetaSiteA [point, 1, \ [Theta] ][ [1, 1, 2]],
\ [Beta] A =
solveForAlphaBetaSiteA [point, 1, \ [Theta] ][ [1, 2, 2]], 
rA = (({[Alpha]A -
Round [\ [Alpha] A] ) rotationMatrix [\ [Theta] ] . {-c[l],
1 + b[l]} + ({[Beta]A -
Round [{ [Beta] A] ) rotationMatrix [{ [Theta] ] . {c[l],
1 + b [1] }) ,
{ [Alpha] B = solveForAlphaBetaSiteB [point, 1, { [Theta] ][ [1, 1, 2]], 
{[Beta]B =
solveForAlphaBetaSiteB [point, 1, { [Theta] ][ [1, 2, 2]], 
rB = (({[Alpha] B -
Round [{ [Alpha] B] ) rotationMatrix [{ [Theta] ] . {-c [1] ,
1 + b[l]} + ({[Beta]B -
Round[{ [Beta]B] ) rotationMatrix [{ [Theta]] . {c[l],
1 + b [1] })},
Fig. B.l: Schematic of the bilayer graphene lattice with Bernal stacking. 
The bonds in the top (bottom) layer are indicated by dashed (solid) lines. 
Sublattice A (B) sites in the bottom layer are coloured red (green). The 
top layer sublattice A (B) sites are black (blue).
Which. [
isNearlylntegerQV[Sqrt[rA . rA] , threashold], 
colorEachPoint[point, gColorA], 
isNearlylntegerQV[Sqrt[rB . rB], threashold], 
colorEachPoint[point, gColorB],
True, colorEachPoint [{0, 0}, Transparent]
] ] ;
The main function to be called is graphLayer, which admits several parameters, 
detailed in Table B.l.
E x a m p l e  U s a g e
Bilayer G raphene
A schematic of the bilayer graphene lattice is drawn to correlate with McCann and 
Fal’ko [7, Fig. 1],
Show [
graphLayer [1, 0, 3, 3, Black, AbsoluteThickness[1], Red, Green, 0.04,
0, 0, False, 1, 1, 0, Red, Blue, 1, 1, 1], 
graphLayer[1, 0, 3, 3, Black, Dashed, Black, Blue, 0.04, 
a[l]/2, -1/2, False, 1, 1, 0, Red, Blue, 1, 1, 1]]
1 0 1
F ig . B .2: M o d el o f a 50x50  grap h en e layer w ith  h B N  b elow , ro ta ted  a t an  
an g le  o f 10°. O n ly  grap h en e  s ite s  th a t  are a lm ost d irec tly  above boron  
or n itro g en  s ite s  are sh ow n , co lou red  red  (b lue) for grap h en e su b la ttic e  
A  (B ).
G raphene on hBN: Here we model a 50x50 graphene layer with hBN below, 
rotated at an angle of 10°. Only graphene sites that are almost directly above 
boron or nitrogen sites are shown, coloured red (blue) for graphene sublattice A 
(B). See Fig. B.2.
Show[graphLayer[1, 0, 50, 50, Black, AbsoluteThickness[1],
Transparent, Transparent, 0.018, 0, 0, False, 1, 1, 0, Red, Blue,
0 . 1 , 1 , 1] ,
graphLayer [1.01626, 10, 50, 50, Transparent, AbsoluteThickness[1],
Transparent, Blue, 0.006, 0, 0, True, 0.06, 1, 0, Red, Blue, 0.1, 1,
1]]
G /h B N /h B N , low-level graphics, only n itrogen  sites: Here, to aid with 
speed of computation we use graphSublatticeB Points directly, drawing a graphene 
lattice with two layers of boron nitride on top. The first is rotated at an angle of 
5°, while the latter is rotated by 10°. Only those graphene sites which are almost 
directly above a nitrogen atom are shown. (Here, we define the nitrogen sublattice
Fig. B.3: Model of monolayer graphene below two layers of hBN, the first 
rotated by 5° relative to graphene, the second by 10°. Only graphene 
sites almost directly below a nitrogen site are drawn: sublattice A (B) 
in red (blue).
to be B.) The graphene bonds have an opacity of 0.1 to highlight the nitrogen 
atoms. See Fig. B.3.
Show [
graphBondLines[2.46/Sqrt[3], 0, 100, 100, Black,
AbsoluteThickness [1], 0, 0, 0.1], 
graphSublatticeBPoints[2.50/Sqrt [3], 5, 100, 100, 0.002, Blue, 0, 0, 
True, 2.46/(6 Sqrt [3]), 2.46/Sqrt[3], 0, Red, Blue, 1], 
graphSublatticeBPoints [2.50/Sqrt[3], 10, 100, 100, 0.002, Blue, 0, 0, 




Bond length Number (2 .46/Sqrt [3] )
Angle of layer Number (0; degrees, no symbol)
Number of horizontal hexagons to draw Integer (5)
Number of vertical hexagons to draw Integer (5)
Bond colour Color (Black)
Bond style Style function (AbsoluteThickness [1])
Atom colour on sublattice A Color (Red)
Atom colour on sublattice B Color (Blue)
Size of atoms Number (0.04)
Offset of layer in x direction Number (0)
Offset of layer in y direction Number (0)
Nearly commensurate atoms only Boolean (False)
Commensurability threshold Number (2 .46/(6  Sqrt [3]))
Bond length of other layer Number (2 .46/Sqrt [3] )
Angle of other layer Number (0)
Commensurate atom colour sublattice A Color (Red)
Commensurate atom colour sublattice B Color (Blue)
Opacity of bonds Number (1)
Opacity of atoms on sublattice A Number (1)
Opacity of atoms on sublattice B Number (1)
T ab le  B . l :  F orm al p aram eters (w ith  exam p le  va lu es) o f g ra p h L a y er .
Appendix C
Full Derivation of Pseudospin in 
Bilayer Graphene
The calculation of pseudospin for a low energy bilayer graphene system (Sec­
tion 1.4.1) shows that it has a phase twice that of momentum:
(<t) =  cos 2 4>i +  sin 2cf)j. (C.l)
If we introduce an asymmetry in the on-site energies between the two layers, we 
can write a low energy effective Schrodinger equation as
_l A 2i$
c ' 2 2 m
_  A
2m  2
=  o , (C.2)
where sites in layer one (two) have an on-site energy of A /2 (—A/2), thus




Eqn. C.2 can be written as a pair of simultaneous equations (where $  — , <hy)),
A rp—$  + -  fd>
2 1 +  2m  " ~
— e %* $ x -  —$ = e$ 
2m * 2 y r
(C.4)
(C.5)
Substituting p2/2m  = i ^ / e 2 -  A2/4 in Eqn. C.5 results in
± l / e 2 -  = L + ^)e - '* $ y
4e2 ~ V" ’ 2e,
± ^ T C e ^ x = v^TCe"1**,, (C.6)
where £ =  A/2e. Assuming both sides equal unity, we find that




v m  /
(C.7)
where c is a constant to be determined. By enforcing the normalisation condition 
($ |$ ) =  1, we see that
* = 4V2
± ^T + X e-'*
(C.8)
The pseudospin is then found to be
( c r ) - j -  =  ± y / l  — C2(cos 2 4>i +  sin2</>j) +  (k , (C.9)
where (<r) + ((<x)-) denotes pseudospin in the conduction (valence) band. A change 
of sign of A in Eqn. C.2 implies £ also changes sign. This result was developed 
and exploited in San-Jose et al. [116], and is of interest due to the out of plane
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Bottom gate ■ i -  Boito m g a teF  C
Fig. C.l: Schematics showing graphene bilayer in plane on a substrate 
(e.g., SiC>2). Top and bottom gates are configured to independently vary 
the Fermi energy and the size of A. The gates can be separated by an 
in-plane distance of 10-100 nm.
component. At e =  ± A /2  (the minima and maxima of the low energy bands in 
the energy spectrum with an induced gap) the in-plane pseudospin components 
vanish: we are left with the out of plane component only. It may be interesting to 
see what happens as the gap is varied along the length of the substrate of bilayer 
graphene, using the schematics in Fig. C.l.
With such a device, A could be modulated by electrostatic gates to have smoothly 
varying pseudospin (on the scale of the lattice constant). This structure would 
increase the resistivity of the system by acting as a spin valve. Such a device 
would work as pseudospin from one side of the barrier would prefer to tunnel 
through if the pseudospin on the other side of the barrier was polarized in the 
same direction. If the directions of pseudospin differ, resistivity would increase. 
A structure with two or more of these profiles sequentially produced would have 
an even greater effect on the conductivity of the sample. This is analogous to the 
giant magneto-resistance (GMR) effect.
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